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CHARLES DICKENS, 

1/771111-1:. TIJI.ITYSTIM-A-Ma01\TS 
ET 

No. 8. DECEMBER, 1864. Price le. 

LONDON: CHAPMAN AND HALL, PICCADILLY. 

The right of Translation is reserved. 

LONDON PRINTED BY W. CLOWES AND SONS, STAMFORD STREET, AND CHARING CROSS. 



NEW SILKS. 
(PATTERNS FREE). 

PLAIN, CHECKED, AND STRIPED GLACE'S, 
£2 2s. for 14 Yards. 

BLACK FRENCH FIGURED GLACES, 
£2 2s. for 14 Yards. 

JOHN HARVEY and SON, 9 LUDGATE HILL. 
ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

(PRIZE MEDAL.) 

THOMAS'S PATENT SEWINC MACHINES, 
For Private Family Use, Dressmaking, 8cc. 800. 

fHEY WILL HEM, FELL, GATHER, BIND, 
BRAID, TUCK, ETC. ETC. 

CATALOGUES and SAMPLES of the WORK 
May be had on application to 

34, ST. MARTIN'S LE GRAND, 
AND 

REGENT CIRCUS, OXFORD STREET. 

JAMES L. DENMAN, WINE MERCHANT. 
11 ABCHURCH LANE, and 20 PICCADILLY, LONDON, 

Directs attention to the Natural, Foil-bodied, and Unbrandied 

WINES OF GREECE AND HUNGARY. 
Terms, Cash. Cross Cheques,' Bank of London.' Post-Office Orders payable al General Post Office. 

Bottles and Cases to be returned, or paid for. 

Wine Report and Detailed Price List of ALL OTHER WINES, Post Free. 

G. Poland and Son, Fur Manufacturers, 
90 OXFORD STREET. 

THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED IN LONDON. 
RICH FUR SEAL MANTLES; VELVET and CLOTH CLOAKS lined and trimmed with fur ; 

FUR WRAPPERS, COATS, RUGS, Sic., in great variety at moderate prices. 

4000 Japanese Hand Screens, is. each. 
FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS. 

CHINESE AND JAPANESE CURIOSITIES. 
ORIENTAL WAREHOUSE, 179 REGENT STREET; INDIA SHAWL 

WAREHOUSE, Nos. 171, 173, and 175. 

FARMER 8c ROGERS. 

ETIQUETTE OF THE BALL-ROOM. 
Now ready, price ls. post free, Tenth Edition of 

THE ETIQUETTE OF THE BALL-ROOM, and. Guide to all the New and 
Fashionable Dances. With Hints and Instructions respecting the Toilet and Deportment of Ladies 

and Gentlemen. By Mrs. NICHOLAS HENDERSON. 

LONDON : W. STEVENS, 421 STRAND. 
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 
SANSFILECTUM CRINOLINES, 

LIAIMILD, PRINTER, LONDON. 

TILE 

CHRISTMAS NUMBER 
OF 

LONDON SOCIETY. 

ON DECEMBER 5, PRICE ls,, 

With Numerous Christmas, Twelfth-Night, and 
New-Year Stories ; Richly Illustrated by 
Distinguished Artists. 

CONTENTS. 
Christmas Eve in a Night Train. By Mark Lemon. 
Sir Gilbert de Rochfort A Christmas Tale of a Singular Meeting. 

By the Author of "Christmas at Sunnymeade 
A Pantomime Story. By the Author of "David Garrick." Illus. 

tratad by J. D. Watson. 
Cousin Tom. Illustrated by R. Barnes. 
How Goldsworthy Brothers Spent Christmas Day. By the Author 

of "Christmas with the Baron." Illustrated by M. Ellen Ed- 
wards and William McConnell. 

8. A Perilous Journey. Illustrated by J. A. Pasquier. 
The Columbine's Christmas Dinner. By H. J. Byron. Illustrated. 
Christmas in the Streets and with Mr. Punch. By Jack Easel, 

Esquire. Illustrated by G. du Maurier. 
Twelfth-Night Characters. By Mrs. T. K. Hervey. Illustrated by 

Marcus Stone. 
A Christmas Story. By Mary Hewitt. 
A Sprig of Holly. By the Author of "Denis Donne." Illustrated 

by E. J. Poynter. 
Christmas Eve at the Old Hall: a Christmas Carol. 
Christmas Belles. Illustrated by Adelaide Claxton. 

1 

9, ST. BRIDE'S AVENUE, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

THE FAMILY HERALD. Its Novels and Tales are quite as well written as the best circu- lating library stories:SA IT RD AX :REVIEW. PART VIII.Zeconter, 1864. 
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NEW SILKS. 
(PATTERNS FREE). 

PLAIN, CHECKED, AND STRIPED GLACE'S, 
,E2 2s. for 14 Yards. 

DI any r orronLa run' Norm ni 

LONDON SOCIETY, 
THE JANUARY NUMBER 

(THE FIRST OF A NEW VOLUME) 

WILL CONTAIN 

(With Numerous Illustrations) 

A Fast Run and a Double Rill: a Tale of the 
Field and the Drawing-Room. (Illustrated.) 

Ccelebs in Search of a Nulready Envelope: a 
Liverpool Romance in Three Chapters. (Il- 
lustrated.) 

Fireside Amusements and Frolics; or, Fun for 
the Long Nights. (Six Illustrations.) 

An Old-Fashioned Winter. (Three Illustrations.) 
Custom as it Affects Dinner-Time. 

The Mystery of the Bloody Hand: a New-Year 
Story. Chapter I. (Illustrated.) 

Social Sketches by Jack Easel, Esquire. No 1. A Fashionable Neighbourhood, 

IVIONTITILYONE SHILLING, 

NUMBER OF 

LONDON SOCIETY, 
ON DEC. 5. PRICE lo. 

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED. 
[For Contents see next page.] 

New Humorous Series in LONDON SOCIETY for 1865. 

SCENES IN COURT, 
BY A SOCIETY OF BARRISTERS, 

In which Judge and Counsel, Jury and Witnesses will be duly represented ; The Usher who immortalized himself, without anything aforethought, will not be forgotten ; and full measure will be meted out to the restless Spirits who roam the precincts of the Courts of JusticeWestminster Hall, 
Lincoln's Inn, Guildhall, and the Old Bailey. [In the new Vol. commencing with the January Number, 

ETIQUETTE OF THE BALL-ROOM. 
Now ready, price is. post free, Tenth Edition of 

THE ETIQUETTE OF THE BALL-ROOM, and Guide to all the New and 
Fashionable Dances. With Hints and Instructions respecting the Toilet and Deportment of Ladies 

and Gentlemen. By Mrs. NICHOLAS HENDERSON. 

LONDON : W. STEVENS, 421 STRAND. 
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rOUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 
SANSFLECTUIVI CRINOLIN ES, 

CIEN 

tATEO. 

age] 

Puffed Horse-hair 
Jupon 

(Registered). 

25e., 30e., and 33e. ed. 
Admirably adapted for 

the Promenade, having a 
decided train! English; 3N 
woman's Domestic Maga- 
zine. 

An amusing work on Crino- 
'V Illustrations of Jupons line gratis and post-free. --- ________;.:,'"'" gratis and post-free. 

THE EFFECT OF PHILPOTT'S SANSFLECTUX CRINOLINES. 

ia 1 L. 17° ea) rr al, Family Draper and Jupon Manufacturer, 'Wholesale and Retail, 
37 PICCADILLY, W. 

PURE ARROWROOT asIMPO TED. 
CERTIFIED BY THE GOVERNMENT FOOD ANALYSTS. 

THE ASSOCIATION established by Proprietors of Estates import the FINEST ARROWROOT direct. Drs. Lankester and Hassan's Analysis Gratis. Tins, 1 & 2 lbs., ls. 6d.; 6 lbs. Is. 4d.; 12 lbs. la. 3d.; or in the ORIGINAL PACKAGES, as IMPORTED> of 31 lbs., at ls. per lb. Sole Consignees- 

NEVELL & CO., ITALIAN WAREHOUSEMEN, 5 Becleston Street, Belgravia, Established 1828. 
THE AUTHORISED WINTER FASHIONS. IBY PO6T 13 STAMPS, 

THE LONDON AND PARIS LADIES' MAGAZINE OF FASHION 
FOR DECEMBER (ESTABLISHED 37 YEARS), Contains Fine Coloured Engravings, by English Artistes, of the LATEST FASHIONS from LOTH COURTS, PLATOS SUPER3 MANTLES, JACKETS, and DRESSES, the MOURNING Emulous, Cut Models, ample descriptions, Paris Mess Intel- Thhet Fashionable Gossip, Tales, Ece., &c.LoasmoN W. STEVENS, 421 STRAND, and all Booksellers. The 

measure ^ 

.wettmineteei 

, January 14' 

o 

THE NEW TALE IN 

o 

lee 

The Patent Ondina 
or 

Waved Jupon. 
18s. ed., 21e., and 

2es. 6c1. 

'Allows the dress to 
fall in graceful folds: 
A/Inning Post. 

THE FAMILY HERALD. Ps Novels and reties are quite as well written as the best circu- lating library stories:SATli ED AY REVIEW. 
PART VITI.Deeciaer, 1864. 
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ANUSEMENT; 
THE MAGIC LANTERN AN EDUCATOR BY MEANS OF 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 
4 .; 

51. 

n.1 r! 

THE Comma are now publishing a SERIES of the GEMS Of STATUARY Of the 

EXHIBITION of 1862 at 3s. each, being less than half the price 

usually charged fOr inferior subjects. 

ALL KINDS OF COMIC SUBJECTS IN STOCK. 

MEW 

2 
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SPECTROPIA ; or, SURPRISING SPEC- 
TRAL ILLUSIONS, showing Ghosts everywhere, 
and of any Colour. By J. II. BROWN. Fourth 
Edition. 4to. price 2s. 6d. 

NURSERY NONSENSE ; or, RHYMES 
WITHOUT REASON. By D'Aucv W. 'Trumrsox. 
With GO Illustrations by Charles Bennett. Second 
Edition. Price 2s. 64. cloth ; 9s. 6d. coloured, cloth 
elegant, gilt edges. 

OLD NURSE'S BOOK OF RHYMES, 
JINGLES, ANI) DITTIES. With 90 Illustrations 
by C. Bennett. New Edition. Price 3s. cd. cloth; 
6s. coloured, gilt edges. 

HOME AMUSEMENTS ; a, Choice Collec- 
tion of Riddles, Charades, Conundrums, Parlour 
Games, Forfeits, &c. New Edition. Price 2s. 6d. 
cloth. 

FUNNY FABLES FOR LITTLE FOLKS. 
By Mas. BRODERIP. Illustrated by T. Hood. Second 
Edition. 2s. 6d. cloth; 3s. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 3 

MESSRS. GRIFFITH AND FARRAN'S 
NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG. 

CROSSPATCH, THE CRICKET, AND THE COUNTERPANE ; a Patch 
work of Story and Song. By FRANCES FREELING BRODERIP Illustrated by her brother, Thomas Hood. Price 
3s. 64. cloth; 40. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

MERRY SONGS FOR LITTLE VOICES. The Words by MRS. BRODERIP 
and THOMAS HOOD; set tO Music by Thomas Murby. With 40 Illustrations, Fcp. 4to. price 5s. cloth. 

ECHOES OF AN OLD BELL ; and other Tales of Fairy Lore. By the 
HON. AUGUSTA DERRELL. Illustrations by F. W. Key'. Price 30. 6d. cloth; 98. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

FUN AND EARNEST, or, RHYMES WITH REASON. By D'Ancv W. 
THOMPSON, Author of Nursery Nonsense ; or, Rhymes without Reason.' Illustrated by Charles Bennett. Price 3s. cloth; 4s. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

A WEEK BY THEMSELVES. By EMILIA MARRYAT NORRIS. With illus- trations by C. A. Edwards. Price 2s. 6d. cloth ; 30. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

HACCO THE DWARF; or, THE TOWER ON THE MOUNTAIN ; and 
other Tales. By LADY LUSHINGRON. Illustrated by G. J. %well. Prim 3s. 6d. cloth; 4s. 64. coloured, gilt edges. 

THE PRIMROSE PILGRIMAGE ; a Woodland Story. By M. BEruAlu 
EDWARDS. With Illustrations by T. R. Macquoid. Price 2s. 6d. cloth ; 30. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 

THE HAPPY HOLIDAYS ; or, BROTHERS AND SISTERS AT HOME. 
By Emma DAVENPORT. Frontispiece by F. Gilbert. Fcp. Ovo, price 20. act. cloth; 3s. gilt edges. 

PICTURES OF GIRL LIFE. By CATHARINE A. HowELL. Frontispiece by F. Eltze. Fcp. Ovo, price 3s. cloth; 3s. 6d. gilt edges. 

THE FOUR SEASONS ; a Short Account of the Structure of Plants. With Coloured Engravings. Price 3s. 64. cloth. 

NEW EDITIONS AND RECENT WORKS. 
WILLIAM ALLAIR ; or, RUNNING- AWAY 

TO SEA. By Alas. HENRY Woon, Author of East Lynne," The Channings,' &c. Frontispiece by F. Gilbert. Fcp. Ovo. price 2s. 6d. cloth ; 30. gilt edges. 
LUKE ASHLEIGH ; or, SCHOOL LIFE 

IN HOLLAND. By ALFRED ELWES. Illustrations by G. Du Maurier. Fcp. Ovo. price 5s. cloth ; 5s. 6d. gilt edges. 

HISTORICAL TALES OF LANCAS- ilt! AN TIMES. By the REV. II. P. BURSTER. Illustrations by J. Franklin. Fcp. Ovo, price 5s. cloth ; 5s. 6d. gilt edges. 

OUR BIRTHDAYS, AND HOW TO IM- 
PROVE THEM. By EMMA DAVENPORT. Frontis- piece by Friston. Fcp. Ovo. price 5s. cloth; 3s. gilt edges. 

THE HAPPY HOME ; or, THE CHIL- 
DREN AT THE RED HOUSE. By LADY LUSHING- 
TON. Illustrations by G. J. Pinwell. Price 3s. 6d. cloth ; 48. 6d. coloured, gilt edges 

THE INTERRUPTED WEDDING ; a Hungarian Tale. By the Author of Mary Powell.' Frontispiece by H. Warren. Post Ovo, price 6s. cloth. 
THE FLORAL GIFT ; an Illuminated Souvenir, richly printed in Gold and Colours, from Designs by S. STANESBY. Small it*. price 14s. cloth elegant ; 21s. morocco extra. STATUAIL' 

SHAKESPEARE'S HOUSEHOLD WORDS, every page printed in Gold and Colours, from Designs by S. STANESBY. New Edition, price 9s. cloth elegant; 140. morocco antique. 

sT001(' 

London: GRIFFITH & PARRAN, Corner of St. Paul's Churchyard. 
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THE AARBERGS. 
By ROSAMOND HERVEY. 

MACMILLAN & CO., London and Cambridge. 

MAIM D BENEATH HIM. 
By the Author of Lost Sir Massingberd.' 

MACMILLAN & CO., London and Cambridge. 

THE NEW NOVELS. 

MR. STEWART'S INTENTIONS. By 
the Author of 'Grandmother's Money,' Sac. 3 vols. 

THE ORDEAL FOR WIVES. By 
the Author of The Morals of May Fair,' Be. 3 vols. 

THE QUEEN OP THE COUNTY. By 
the Author of Margaret and Her Bridesmaids,' Be. 
3 vols. 

NOT PROVEN. 3 vols. 

Also, just ready, in 3 vols., 

BLOUNT TEMPEST. By the Rev. 
J. C. M. BELLEW, 

HURST AND BLACKETT, Publishers. 

CHRISTMAS. 

'STILTON 
CHEESE for PRESENTS 

should be very choice. L500 to select from at 
SHEPPARD'S Provision Warehouses, 03, Borough, S.E., 
and Railway Terminus Stores, London Bridge, S.E. 

The very finest and smallest YORK HAMS in Stock. 
MODEL. DAIRY BUTTER, always good, Is. lid, per 

lb., in One Pound Baskets, 
Chines, Chops, Tongues, Be., from best curers. 

OSBORNE'S 

ANALYSED PROVISIONS. 
A saving uf 15 per cent. 

To the purchaser on these truly excellent food products. 

OSBORNE HOUSE, 

30 LUDGATE HILL, NEAR ST, PAUL'S. 

NEW NOVEL. Now Ready. 
2 vols. crown 8vo., 21s. 

Shortly, 3 vols. crown 8vo., 1/. lis. 6d. 

Just published, 

The Perpetual Curate, 
By the Author of SALEM CHAPEL.' 

Being a New Series of 

THE CHRONICLES OF CARLINGFORD, 
Three vols. post Ovo., IL I Is. ad. 

Opinions Of the Eren.s. 
SPECTATOR. 

'There are skilful, intellectual touches in every page, 
and even when the last thread of the story is displayed, 
we read with quite as much interest as before, to the 
very last page, confident that the minute strokes of insight 
and humour with which every character is shaded will 
not cease till the end.' 

EXAMINER. 
'The "Chronicles of Carlingford" are almost as good of 

their kind as they could be, and we are glad they have 
been written.' 

PRESS. 
'The " Perpetual Carate" is a book which deserves ta 

be read carefully. Novels of sensation and enigma may 
be cantered through but more thoughtful and delibe- 
rate reading is claimed by novels of character and humour, 
among which the ',Perpetual Curate" takes a very high 
rank.' 

DISPATCH. 
'A dose and accurate observer of human nature, as 

toned by theological influences, the author also possesses 
high artistic power ; and if we miss in her the dash and 
fluency of the mere sensation writer, we get in exchange 
qualities of far higher value. We strongly recommend it, 
as not only healthy, but extremely interesting reading.' 

SATURDAY REVIEW. 
'No one can help being the better for readingand 

reading with a good deal of thought and introspection- 
the " Perpetual Curate." If we have noted a leer short- 
comings, we gladly add that we have very seldom met 

with a work that could as entirely afford it.' 

ATHEISVEUDI. 
' Unreal, awkward, rumbling, and inexpressibly tedious 

READER. 
'Those readers who have any taste for quiet humour 

and delicate study of character will not need our recoil': 

mendation to read it. There are some readers and some 

critics who can appreciate neither of these qualities. TO 

these our advice is s Don't trouble yourselves about a 

book, which Providence has not enabled you to understand.' 

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, 

Edinburgh and London. 

4 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. - 
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8 CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED BUNYAN. The Pilgrim's Progress. Illustrated 
throughout. Plain cloth, is. 6d.; full gilt cloth, gilt edges, 108. 6d.; full morocco antique, 21s. 

I CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED GOLDSMITH.The Vicar of Wakefield and Poems, 
beautifully printed on toned paper, and illustrated throughout. In one handsome volume, bound in cloth, 7s. 6d.; 
full gilt cloth, with gilt edges, 10s. 6d.; full morocco antique, 21s. 

CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED ROBINSON CRUSOE, beautifully Illustrated 
throughout. Plain cloth, 7s. 6d.; full gilt cloth, gilt edges, 101, 6d.; morocco antique, 210. 

JEWELS GATHERED FROM PAINTER AND POET. A Selection of Poems, 
Songs, and Ballads, Illustrated in the highest style of Art by F. R. Pickersgill, Cope, Dyce, Horsfall, Duncan, 
Scions, Tenniel, Sae. he. Superbly printed on fine thick toned paper, bound in cloth, with gilt edges, ta. fid. 

BEAUTIES OF POETRY AND GEMS OF ART, Illustrated by the same Artists. 
Cloth gut, is. 6d. 
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'unite" METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE QUEEN, 
'VS;rfor!: BEGS to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and. the 

td 
, 

Public generally, that, by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Peas, he 
1;,:even.,'vp',---'has introduced a NEW SERIES of his useful productions, which, for EXCELLENCE OF TEMPER, QUALITY OF 

MATERIAL, and, above all, CHEAPNESS IN PRICE, must insure universal approbation, and defy competition. 
Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality. They are put up in boxes containing 

one gross each, with label outside, and the fac-simile of his signature. 
ta quiet At the request of numerous persona engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL 

e 8 
and PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted ta their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and ¡dad' with fine, medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. 

uhl 

'P Sold Retail by all Stationers and Booksellers. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the 
--odaA Works, Graham-street, Birmingham; at 91 John-street, New York ; and at 37 Gracechurch-street, London. 
Lode% 

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 5 

CHRISTMAS GIFT BOOKS. 

RITE POEMS BY GIFTED BARDS, Illustrated by the same Artists. 
7a. 

POEMS AND PICTURES, comprising the three preceding Works bound together in one 
volume. Very handsomely hound in extra gilt cloth, One Guinea. 
Among the Artists we find Cope, Dyce, Creswick, Horsfall, Redgrave, Tenniel, Sc. Sec.names familiar to tho 

public by their exquisite contributions lo our metropolitan exhibitions and to the great art competitions. The volume 
is altogether a first-class work Of art, and homage of the pencil to the soul-fraught inspirations of the pen?-11.fints- 
?RATED LONDON NEWS. 

THE ROYAL GALLERY OF KINGS AND QUEENS. Embellished with Por.' 
traits of our English Sovereigns. Beautifully printed on toned paper, and very handsomely bound in cloth, crown 
8vo. price Ss. 

FAMOUS EVENTS IN GENERAL HISTORY. Illustrated by a number of beau- 
tiful Engravings, and written with the special view to interest and instruct Young People. Crown 9LO. with plain 
Illustrations, 31. 6d. ; or with coloured Plates, 7.s. 

REMARKABLE PERSONS AND SCENES OF HISTORY. Illustrated through- 
out with full-page Illustrations. Crown 410. bound in fancy boards, 38. 6d. 

THE BIBLE PICTURE STORY BOOK. Beautifully Illustrated throughout, and 
written in a simple style, to interest Children in Bible Narratives and Characters. The OLD TESTAMENT, 
3s. 6d. plain, and 78. coloured. 

CASSELL, PETTER, AND GALPIN, Ludgate Hill, E.G. 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

de a 



CAUTIGN.-" IN CHANCERY." 
CHLORODYNE. 

HUBBELL'S GEIVIMA, or JEWEL JUPON, 
NEVER LOSES ITS SHAPE! 

NONE can equal this 
of exceCrinoline 

for its combination 
llent qualities. 

ELEGANCE, F LEN DISILITIC, 
and in fact, everything the most fastidious could possibly wish for, is to he 
found in this charming Crinoline. By its peculiar make a dress is seen to 
much greater advantage than with the ordinary shape. 

To be had of all good Drapers. 

Be rarticular, when purchasing, to observe that 'HUBBELL' IS marked 
on the Band. 

CAUTION. 
FOX'S Frames for Umbrellas and Parasols. 

SAMUEL FOX & CO., 
PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the PARAGON FRAME, 

And Manufacturers of Frames, made of solid steel wire, for Umbrellas and Parasols, beg to invite notice to their Label, 
which should be placed inside each Umbrella and Parasol, and to caution Dealers and the Public against imitations of 
their Patent Pebble Tips. These imitations, which aire brittle and easily defaced, are being used by other persons to 
cause inferior Frames to resemble those manufactured by S. Fox and Co., by which a small extra profit may be made, 
at the expense of the durability of the Umbrella or Parasol. 

S. Fox and Co.'s Frames, made of solid wire, are warranted not to lock together en opening the Umbrella or Parasol, 
and, from the superior quality and temper of the steel, will not snap nor become bent in the use. They are charged 
one penny per Umbrella or Parasol more than the Frames of other makers. 

S. Fax and Co.'s Patent Pebble Tips, being used only as a trade mark to denote their special manufacture, are 
charged withoo profit. They are of extreme strength and durability, and will last as long as the Frames. 

DEEPC,111, near Sheffield, May, 1864. 

CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, NEURALGIA, 
RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, &c. 

¡TICE-CHANCELLOR WOOD stated. that Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was 
v undoubtedly the Inventor of Chlorodyne. Eminent Hospital Physicians of London stated that 

Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was the Discoverer of Chlorodyne ; that they prescribe it largely, and mean 

no other than Dr. BROWNE'S.See Times, July 13, 1864. The Public, therefore, are cautioned 

against using any other than Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE. 

THIS INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep, relieves pain, calms the system, 
restores the deranged functions, and stimulates healthy action of the secretions of the body, without 
creating any of those unpleasant resulta attending the use of opium. Old and young may take it at all 

hours and times, when requisite. 

From J. WGRIGOR CROFT, M.D., M.R.C. Physicians, London, late Staff-Surgeon to H.M.F. 

'After prescribing Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne, for the last three years, in severe cases of Neuralgia 

and Tic Doloreux, I feel that I am in a position to testify to its valuable effects. Really in some cases it 

acted as a charm, when all other means had failed. Without being asked for this report, I must come 

forward and state my candid opinion that it is a most valuable medicine.' 

From JNO. E. GOULSTONE, M.D., Brighton. 
I can confidently state that Chlorodyne is an admirable Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic, having used it in 

Neuralgia, Hysteria, Asthma, and Consumption with remarkably favourable results. It relieved a fit of 

Asthma in tour minutes, where the patient had suffered 11 years in a most distressing manner, no previous 

remedy having had so immediate and beneficial an effect.' 
No homo should. be without it. Sold in Bottles at 2s. ficl. and 4s. 6d. Sent free on receipt of stamps, by 

J. T. DAVENPORT, 33 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury Square, London, 
SOLE MANUFACTURER. Observe particularly none genuine without the words .'De. J. COLLIS 

BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE ' on the Government Stamp. 

ii 

6 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 
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KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY V. COGNAC BRANDY. 
THIS celebrated OLD IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest French 
-I- Brandy. It is 

pure' 
mild, mellow, delicious, and very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 

3s. 8c1., at the retail houses in London ; by the agents in the principal towns in England ; 

or, wholesale, at 8, Great -Windmill Street, Havnaiket, W. Observe the red seal, pink 
label, and cork branded "Kinahan's LL Whisky.' 
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s DE LICA r E, WEHTE 
And Clear Skins, with a DELIGHTFUL and LASTING FRAGRANCE, by using 

Field's Celebrated United Service Soap Tablets, 
FREE FROM 

COCOA-NITT OIL. 

- 

LONDON 

MADE OF 

THE PUREST POSSIBLE INGREDIENTS, FREE FROM 
HIGHLY PERFUMED, COCOA-NUT OIL. 

And recommended by the Faculty. 
ONLY SEE THAT the name of 

I. C. 8c J. FIELD is on EVERY TABLET. OLINITED SERVIC 

SOAP TABLET 
Wholesale at the Works, UPPER MARSH, 

LAMBETH, LONDON, and retail of Chemists, 
Grocers, and Perfumers throughout the Kingdom, 

6d. each, where also may be obtained their 

TWO PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED, 1862. 
00SIEESRMICEIMMNISIMIUMAIIMMORIOMO EIMIUME1110KOI5W5 

- e 

L.4.Or-A-r'L 

mallanagrsimaiwaimioname, omiamoimmoto 

PRIZE MEDAL PARAFFINE CANDLES, as adopted by Her Majesty's 
Government, and the NEW SELF-FITTING SNUFFLESS CANDLE. 

JAQUES'S GAMES. 
JAQUES'S New Game, PARLOUR CROQUET. Complete. 30/ to £8. 
JAQUES'S New Game, FROGS and TOADS. 5/6 and 6/6. 
JAQUES'S New Game, ILLUSTRATED PROVERBS. Drawn by 

PHIZ. 64 Cards, beautifully coloured, 1/; post free, 1/2. 

JAQUE S'S New Game, CARPET CROQUET. 14/, 21/, 31/6. 
JAQUES'S New Game, HEXAGONIA. 10/6 and 12/6. 
JAQUES'S New Game, RINGOLETTE. In Box complete. 14/. 
JAQUES'S New Game, THE BRIDE. 48 Cards Wild Flowers, beauti- 

fully coloul ed. 1/ ; post free, 1/2. 
JAQUES'S New Game, HISTORICAL LOTO. 14/ and 20/. 
JAQUES'S New Game, DARTELLE, or Drawing-room Archery. 10/6. 
JAQUES'S popular Round Game, SQUAILS, 5/, 6/6, 8/6, and 10/6. 
JAQUES'S capital Round Game, HAPPY FAMILIES. 1/; post free, 1/2. 
JAQUES'S New Game, PATCHESL 8/6 and 10/6. 

Sold al the leading Toy and Fancy Repositories. 
WHOLESALE, JAQUES AND SON, 102, IIATroN GARDEN. 

41 each. 

--r 
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BENHAM & SONS' 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY 

CATALOGUE 
MAY BE HAD GRATIS, AND FREE BY POST. 

It contains Illustrations of their extensive stock of Stoves. 
Fenders, and Fire-lrons, Kitchen Ranges and Cooking 
Apparatus, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, 
Bedding, Bed Hangings, Blankets, Be., Baths, Pumps, and 
Water-Closets, Hot Water Apparatus, Conservatories, A:c. 

Cutlery, Electro-Plate, Tea Urns, lamps, and every de. 
scription of General Furnishing Ironmongery. 

TABLE CUTLERY. 
FRENCH POLISHED MAHOGANY CASE, 

containing 3 Dozen best Ivory- 
handled 'fable Knives (No. 12), 2 
Dozen Dessert Knives, 3 Pairs of 
Meat Carvers, 2 Pairs of Poultry 

Smaller sizes from 8 8MF?. Carvers, and 1 Table Steel £15 15 I 
' I I 

IVORY-HANDLED BALANCED TABLE Knives, 
from 15s. 6d. to 553. per Dozen, according to 
pattern and quality. Carvers to correspond. go- 

ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS AND FORKS. 

KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGES 
Are daily recommended by the FacultyTestimonials 
from the most eminent of whom may be inspectedas 
the most effectual, safe, speedy, and convenient remedy 
for Cough and all Disorders of the Lungs, Chest, and 
Throat. Sold in Boxes, lo. lid.. Tins, 28. 9d., 4s, SA., 
and lis. each. '1'. KEATING, Chemist, 79 St. Paul's 
Church Yard, London. Sold Retail by all Druggists, &c. 

Of all the Ills that Flesh is Heir to, 
What is worse than Rheumatism ? Let its victims use 
Da. LANG'S ESSENTIAL SPIRIT OF AIKLISSUS. 
To be had of Wholesale Medicine Vendors, and respect. 
able Chemists, &c., throughout the Country, in bottles at 
28. 9d. each. Full directions for use on wrappers en- 
closing the bottles. 

TOOTHACHE is instantly cured by 
BurrEirs NERVINE, which also forms a stop. 

ping, and saves the tooth. Sold by all Chemists, ta. lid. 
per packet; or post free, for 16 stamps, from J. R. COOPER, 
Chemist, Maidstone. 

TWINBERROW'S DANDELION, 
CAMOMILE, and RHUBARB PILLS, an effectual 

cure of Indigestion, all Stomach Complaints, and Liver 
Affections. In cases of Constipation these Pills never 
fall in producing a healthy and permanent action of the 

bowels, so that In a short time aperients will not be re- 

quired, and being quite as innocent as castor-oil, they 
may be given to children. 

Prepared by Tworseanow. Operative sud Dispensing 
Chemist, 2 Edward Street, Porunan Square, and 12h 
Westbourne Terrace, London ; and may be had of 
Patent Medicine Vendors in the United Kingdom. 

in 

13 

f 

Threaded 
Cottage or Threaded, 

Pattern, or sh-.., - 
; Fiddle Pattern. Old Silver Threaded en laiy, 
. , Pattern. Cams° or Rose 

Pattern. Pattern. 

Medium Heavy Heavy Heavy Heavy 

. . Quality. Plating. Plating. Plating. Plating. 

12 Table Forks k 2 £2 15 £2 15 £310 £310 
12 Table Spoons . . . . 2 2 15 2 15 310 3 10 

12 Dessert Forks . . . . 12 2 2 2 2 2 8 2 8 
12 Dessert Spoons . . . . 12 2 2 2 2 2 8 2 8 

2 Gravy Spoons . 16 1 o 1 o 1 7 1 7 

1 Soup Ladle 13 0 16 0 16 1 0 1 0 
1 Fish Knife 15 0 18 0 18 1 0 1 0 
4 Sauce Ladles . . 16 1 0 1 0 1 6 1 6 
4 Salt Spoons (gilt bowls) . 8 II 0 10 0 12 012 
1 Mustard Spoon (gilt bowl) 2 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 

12 Tea Spoons . . . . . o 6 1 6 1 15 1 15 
I Sugar Tongs . . . . 4 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 
1 Sugar Sifter (pierced) . . 5 6 0 8 0 7 0 7 

1 Moist Sugar Spoon . . 2 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 
6 Egg Spoons (gilt bowls) . 12 15 0 15 0 18 0 IS 
1 Butter Knife . . . . 4 4 0 4 0 6 0 6 

xi 6 £1 0 A:17 0 0 A:20 19 6 £2019 6 

OAIL PLATE-CHESTS rnoryz 55s., /ACCORDING TO SIZE. 
THE PRIM ARE SUBJECT TO 5 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR READY MONEY. 

BENHAM AND SONS, 
Nos. 19, 20, and 21, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W. 

I 

all 
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288 
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1110 
126 
116 
816 
0160 
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1,00'1.6° The great superiority of the Billiard Tables manufactured by this Firm in fully attested by the fact of lP'p ani faral 

0a01 their Tables having been patronized by Royalty since the reign of George III., during which period they 
u ordo 
orots,,Itor. have been honoured also by the patronage of the principal Nobility and Gentry of England, upwards of 
rar,;24 

dui two hundred of Her Majesty's and the Native Regiments at home and abroad, and more than one hundred 
)f the principal London, Provincial, and Foreign Clubs. o 

S0t't,g 66 ia CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON. 109 Anu, 
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CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS 

ANEW YEARD'S GIFTS 
FOR ALL WHO COURT 

THE GAY AND FESTIVE SCENES. 

Rowlands' Macassar Oil 
Is a delightfully fragrant and transparent preparation for the Hale; and as an invigorator and beautifier 

beyond all precedent. 
In dressing the Hair nothing can equal its effect, rendering it so admirably soft that it will lie in any:direction 

and imparting a transcendent lustre. Price 3s. 64., 7s., 10e. 6d. (equal to four small), and Ola, per Bottle. 

Rowlands' Kalydor, 
FOR THE SKIN AND COMPLEXION; 

Is unequalled for its capability of soothing irritation; and, removing cutaneous defects, discolorations, and all unsightly 
appearances, renders it INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY TOILET. Price 4$. 6d. aud 3s. 6d. per Bottle. 

OR PEARL DENTIFRICE, 
For Preserving and Beautifying the Teeth, strengthening the Gums, and for giving, a delicate Fragrance to the Breath. 

Price 2s. 966. per Box. 

Sold at Chemists and Perfumera. 
Ask for ,ROWLANDS" Articles. 

ESTABLISHED 1814. 

THURSTON AND CO., 

Billiard Table Manufacturers 
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, 

BY APPOINTMENT, 

And to H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. 

R,owlands' 

NEW 
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THE PERFECT HAIR-DYE. 
NWIN AND ALBERT'S COLUM- 

u BIAN.Its extraordinary power is so effective and 
instantaneous that grey hair is co- 
loured permanently a natural brown 
or black the moment it is touched 
by the dye, leaving it perfectly clean 
and soft as before the application. 
In cases at 50. 6d., 10s. 6d., and 21s. 
Sample Case, 20. 6d.; by post 40 

esi se stamps. 24 PICCADILLY, where 
Specimens may be seen. 

Beware of Imitations. 

ÂITRICOMITS 
FLUID, for producing 

the rich golden flaxen colour so greatly admired for 
its beautiful and becoming shade, on ladies' and child- 
ren's hair. Prepared only by UNWIN and ALBERT, 
Court Hairdressers, 24 Piccadilly. In bottles, 10s. 60. 
and 21s. 

Bond's Permanent Marking Ink. 
THE ORIGINAL INVENTION, 

established 1821, is by far tho BEST for Marking 
NAMES and INITIALS upon household linen, wearing 
apparel, &c. Price is. per bottle. No sixpenny sine ever 
made. Sold by E. R. BOND, 10, Bishopsgate St. Within, 
E.C., and by all respectable chemists and stationers in the 
United Kingdom.Noxicu. Removed from 28, Long Lane, 
E.C. (where it has been established nearly half a century), 
to 10, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C, 

u, 
12. 11P t1214/ 

N. FoR. TER 49 + 
FESTIVE SEASON. tS1 

LOVE AND KISSES! 
THE CONGRESS OF FLOWERS. 

THE SANDRINGHAM BOUQUET. 
"The rose looks fair, Set fairer we it deem 
For that sweet odour which doth in it live." 

Shakespen 
And a Thousand others. 

27tree Bottles in. a Pretty 
Case, 7s. 

it. Single Sample, 
tfr 2s. 60. "( 

BOND 

Cool and Refreshing Toilette Requisite. 
(ILDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUM- v BIA, established upwards of forty years, is the best 
and only certain remedy ever discovered for Preserving, 
Strengthening, Beautifying, or Restoring the Hair, Whis- 
kers, or Moustaches, and preventing them turning grey. 
Sold in bottles, 30. 64., 6s., and lts., by C. and A. OLD- 
RIDGE, 22, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C., and 
all Chemists and Perfumers. For Children's and Ladies' 
Hair it is most efficacious and unrivalled. 

IN CASES of RHEUMATISM, Debi- 
lity, Stomach Complaints, Bile, Gravel, Cutaneous 

Affections, Headache, Indigestion, &c., take PARR'S LIFE 
PILLS; they give immediate relief, without the slightest 
pain or inconvenience.May be had of any Chemist. 

EVERE COUGHS, COLDS, 
ASTHMA, and INFLUENZA are very prevalent 

at this period of the year. They are speedily cured by 
the use of SPENCER'S PUL3ION1C ELIXIR.May be 
had of any Chemist. 

More cleanly, polishes more quickly, Sc cheaper, 
Because it is lees wasteful, and because a little goes 

further than any other kind. Sold by Grocers, Druggists, 
Ironmongers, ftc. RECEErf and Soso, Suffolk Lane, 
Upper Thames Street, E.C., and Hull. 

White and Sound Teeth: 

JEWSBURY 
and BROWN'S ORL 

ENTAL TOOTH PASTE. Established by 40 years' 
experience as the best preservative for the teeth and 
gums. The original and only Genuine, Is. 6d. and 25. 6d. 
per pot. 

113, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER ; and by Agents 
throughout the Kingdom and Colonies. 

PANISH FLY is the acting ingre- 
client in ALEX. ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL, 

which speedily produces whiskers and thickens hair. 
3s. 6d.; by post, 54 stamps. Microscopic examination 
free.Alex. Ross, 248, High Holborn, London. 

HAIR DYE.-248, High Holborn, 
London.ALEX. ROSS'S LIQUID DYE is the best 

in the world, producing either light or dark colours. 3s. 6c1., 

5s. 60., and 10s. 6d., or per post for 54, 84, and 144 stamps. 

DYSPEPSIA. 
AA ORSON'S PEPSINE WINE is a 
LVI perfectly palatable form for administering this 
popular remedy for weak digestion. Manufactured by 
T. MORSON arad SON, 19 and 46, Southampton Row, 
Russell Square, W.C., in bottles at 3s., la., and 100. each, 
Pepsine Lozenges, in boxes, at 2s. 60. and 4s. 6d. each. 

GLASS SHADES 
For the Protection of Articles injured by exposure, 

FERN CASES AND AQUARIUMS, 

GLASS AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PURPOSES, 

A_ND EVERY KIND OF PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 

WINDOW-GLASS, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT 

CLAUDET dc BOUGHTON'S, 
89, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

Lists of Prices sent Free on Application. 

The Skeleton at the Banquet, 
Or indigestion, can be exorcised by the ESSENTIAL 

SPIRIT OF MELISSUS, the best tonic, the best restore, 

Ore, the most refreshing cordiaL 

To be had of Wholesale Patent Medicine Vendere, tad 

all respectable Chemists throughout the Country, 

bottles at 2s. ad. each. Full directions for use on wrap. 

pers enclosing the bottles. 

A' 

KITTSDIAMOND 
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SCOTT ADIE, 
By Special Appointment to Her Majesty and H.R.H. the Princess of Wales, 

Has on View the largest Choice of 

LADIES' WATERPROOF CLOAKS AND JACKETS 
la the most Fashionable and Useful Shapes, suited for tire Season. 

LADIES' SUMMER AND WINTER LINSEY ViTOOLSEY 
DRESSES AND PETTICOATS, 

SCOTCH SPUN SILKS, IRISH POPLINS, &c. 
,13CYYS' JiiiriuSTTIrr 

In all the Claus, made to Order. 

SCOTT ADIE'S FAMOUS WATERPROOF HIGHLAND CLOAKS 
For Gentlemen, of SCOTCH TWEEDS, in various Textures, suited for all Seasons and Climates. 

HAND-LOOM TWEEDS of real HIGHLAND WOOLS 
For Shooting, Fishing, and General Country wear. 

BANNOCKBURN MATJDS in the Heathers, Granites, Stone, Lovat, and other Mixtures. 
Sufficient in each for Suits, at 28s. 8d. each. 

H031E-SPUN SHEPHERD'S PLAIDS, 21s. each. 
BLACK and OXFORD SCOTCH TWEEDS in all substances for Clergymen's wear. 

SCOTT ADIE, 115 AND 115A REGENT STREET. 
ENTRANCE, CORNER OF VIGO STREET, LONDON, W. 

FIRST MANUFACTURED IN LONDON, 
A.D. 1742. 

% GE 
We guarantee 

the perfect purity of 
this Mustard. 

</..6 Sold in 6,1" c\>'°./ 
. . 

N- / 42sters, 
4/b am 

k 

\ 
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13e Zppointment to Z.A.P. tbe prince anD Princoo of Matto. 

SANGSTERS' UMBRELLAS 
ON FOX'S PATENT PARAGON FRAMES. 

W. and J. S. have been awarded Four Prize Medals for the quality of their 
Silk and Alpaca Umbrellas, upwards of THREE MILLIONS OF ALPACA having been 
made under their Patent. 

A Label, of the annexed pattern, with the words SANGSTERS, MAKERS," 
is attached co all Umbrellas of their Manufacture. 

140, Regent Street, 10, Royal Exchange, 
94, Fleet Street, 75, Cheapside. 

Shippers to China, India, and other tropical climates, furnished with Lists of Prices 
of tho new Nagasaki Umbrellas (invented by W.& J. S.) en application at their 
Wholesale Warehouse, 75, Cheapside. 

N.B.OBSERVE THE NAME. 

TRELOAR'S 

COCOA-NUT MATTING 
AND 

KAMPTULICON, 
Wholesale and Retail at the Manufacturer's 

Warehouses, 

10 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. 

RIMMEL'S 
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 

AND 

NEW YEAR'S GIFTS. 
THE RAFRAtCHISSEUR; 

Or, Perfumed Shower 
penser. An ingenious con- 

8 G trivance for producing an 
'Ambrosial Dew. Price 

2s. 6d., & 3s. 6d. 

Biagio Flowers, 
Registered, containing a 

Jet of Perfume, Is. 

Jardinieres; 
Or, Perfumed Flower Trees, in Fancy Stands, from 3s. ed. 

The New Viennese Fan, Perfumed with different 
Flowers, from es. Specimen sent by post for 84 stamps. 

Fancy Boxes, Baskets, BEe,, in great variety, 
from le. 

Novel Ornaments for Christmas Trees. 

Rirnmel's Perfumed Almanack for 1864. 
BEAUT/FULLY ILLUMINATED, price Gd.; 

by post for 7 stamps. 
N.B.Early in December will be published, with above 

200 Illustrations, 'Tan Book OF PERFUMES,' by Eugene 
Kimmel. 

RIMMEL, PERFUMER, 
96 STRAND AND 24 CORNHILL ; Nrtv WEST END 

BRANCH, 128 REGENT STREET. 

A 

Kaye's Worsdell's Pills. 
THESE PILLS are a purely vege- 
_1 table preparation, and may be taken at any time by 
either sex without fear of danger, and are thus strongly 
recommended as the BEST FAMILY MEDICINE. Sold 
by all Chemists and other Dealers in Patent Medicines, 
at Is. ltd., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 61 

16....-AMINNMErr 

rURNITURE, CARPETS, and 
BEDDING, carriage free.See our illustrated cata- 

logue, containing prices and estimates for furnishing 
houses of different classes, forwarded gratis. This book 
is the most useful guide ever published; contains 400 
designs of furniture drawn from an extensive stock, and 
embraces every article necessary in furnishing. The 
prices are based upon the lowest possible scale, and cannot 
be equalled for cheapness and quality combined. The 
stock always in hand at this extensive establishment is 
one of the largest in the kingdom. References to former 
customers are offered.LnwiNCRA.WWUR and Co., cabinet- 
makers, upholsterers, and bedding manufacturers, 73 and 
75, Brompton Bond, Knightsbridge. N.B. Fifty drawing- 
room suites in various styles, from 12 to 100 guineas. An 
assortment of old oak furniture. Established 1810. 

JAMES 

PERFUMES 

MARROW 

OIL. 

o 
E S. 

Factory, 

BARTLETT'S 

BUILDINGS, 

L.1.1.01_ 

ORN, E C. 

More Cures of Coughs, Colds, and 
Hoarseness by 

MLOCOCK'S 
PUL MON IC WAFERS, 

From Messrs. Fergyson and Son, Auctioneers. Leek 
November 21, 1862 " Sir,The beneficial effects we 
have derived from your Pulmonic Wafers make us feel it 
a duty to offer you our gratuitous testimony to their 
superiority over any other remedy we have ever tried for 
colds, coughs, and hoarseness, so peculiarly troublesome 
to our profession." They have a pleasant taste. 

Sold by all Druggists at Is. ltd., 2s. 9d., and lls, per 
box. 

DR. 3LOCOCED POWDERS 
for all the Disorders of Children, from birth ta twelve 
years of age, with full directions for lase, and rules for the 

management and diet of infants from their birth, may be 

had of all Druggists at Is. lid., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 6d. per 

packet. 

" 

Dis- 

le., 
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B YANT AND MAY, 
FAIRFIELD WORKS, LONDON, E., 

EEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR 

L ER AND TA LET 
For their Non-Poisonous Patent Safety Matches, which light only on the boxfor use in 
Nurseries, Bedrooms, Offices, Kitchens Halls, Warehouses, Stables, &c. &c. 

May be obtained of anyone supplying the Patent Safety Matches.Are neat and 
inexpensive. 

eitg 
5 
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OLD GOODS NEPLATED EQUAL TO NEW. 

SLACK'S TABLE CUTLERY 

IS a coating of Pure Silver over Nickel. A corn- 
bination of two Metals possessing such valuable properties renders it in 

appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver. 

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY R. AND J. SLACK, 
Cruet Frames, from 15s.; Corner Dishes, 8/. os. set, forming Eight 

Dishes; Tea and Coffee Sets from 41. 10s. King's 
Electro Plated Strong Plated Thread or Thread, 
Fiddle Pattern. Fiddle Pattern. Pattern. with Shell. 

£ s. ch £ s. £ s. S. £ s. cl. 
Table Forks, per dozen 1 10 0 .... 110 .... 2 8 0 ....3 0 0 
Dessert Forks 1 0 0 .... 1 10 .... 1 15 0 2 2 0 
Table Spoons 1 10 0 .... 1 18 2 8 0 .... 3 0 0 
Dessert Spoons 1 0 O.... 1 10 ... 1 15 0 .... 2 2 0 
Tea Spoons 0 12 0 .... 18 1 3 6 .... 1 10 0 

EVERY ARTICLE FOR THE TABLE AS IN SILVER. 

Has been celebrated 50 years for quality and cheapness. 

Their Catalogue of Drawings and Prices may be had gratis, or sent Post-free. Orders above 21. sent carriage free, 
per rail, and packed without charge. 

.RICHARD AND JOHN SLACK, 
IRONMONGERS TO TIER MAJESTY, 

336 STRAND, opposite SOMERSET HOUSE. 

Cash's Czmbisic Jrilhing 
Requires neither hemming nor 

whipping, and is of a fine and 
peculiarly durable material, 
perfectly free from all dress. It is of various widths. 
For trimming all kinds of 
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S 
WASHING APPAREL. 

Sold by all Drapers, in Envelopes containing 12 yards, and bearing the names of J. do J. CASH, Patentees. This Fr1Ling is mol stacked to any icarA, and can be sewn on with great neatness. 

0 
0 .... 
0 .... 

0 0 .... 
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WARNER'S lFJ Ufl'S 
TO BURN HYDRO-CARBON OILS 

From 18s. ed. to £3. 3s. 

Fitted with Superior Burners. 
Free from Smoke and Smell. 

Easily Trimmed, and of superior Workman- 
ship. 

Pillar Lamps of Novel Construction. 
Vase Lamps, Richly Decorated, in great 

variety. 
Suitable as Elegant Flower Vases when the 

Lamp is not in use. 
Bronze Vase Lamps. 

Lamps for the Work-Table, Reading-Desk, 
and Study. 

Bracket Lamps and Hanging Lamps for 
Halls, Passages, and Staircases. 

Complete illustrated Catalogues na?) be seen, and the 
Lamps obtained, of every respectable .Lamp-dealer. 

)7-7" 
7= fj"-- Those only are genuine with the Kohinoor Stamp on them. 

"PURITY & EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY" 

\-i.E ME-DA 

.18620 

THEIR GEN UINEAND DOUBLE SUPERMEARETHE QUALITIES PARTMLARLYREOOMMENDED FOR FAMILYOSE 

RETAILED IN EVERY TOWN THROUGHOUT THE UNITED 'KING') OM. 

( 

vrv, 100 
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COOPER'S 
ANTISEPTIC CARNATION TOOTH PASTE, 
Possesses, in an extraordinary degree, the power of 
Cleansing, Polishing, and Whitening the Teeth, let 
them be ever so discoloured by sickness or neglect, 
leaving upon them a pleasing smoothness. 

In Pots, ls. lid. and 2s. 9d. each. 

nNIMAL OIL POMADE 
FOR THE HAIR, 

Does not dry, as is the case with Pomade made with Vegetable 
Oils. In Stoppered Bottles, 18. Gd. and 2s. 6d. each. 

PERSIAN PERFU E 
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF, 

Particularly recommended for its Fragrance and Durability. 
In Bottles, 2s., 3s. 6d., 5s. 9d., and 7s. 6d. 

W. T. COOPER, 26 OXFORD STREET, W. 

West End Agent for Rowlands' Macassar, Kalydor, and Odonto. 

MAKERS TO THE QUEEN AND PRINCE OF WALES. 

\;, .050 & Ozsvoks, 

PATENT 
FLOUR 

I HOMCEOPATIIIC 
PEARL 

ICELAND BIOSS 
ROCK IC:CO 

FRY'S SOLUBLE CHOCOLATE. 
Fry's Chocolate for Eating, in Sticks, Drops, &c. -Fry's Chocolate Creams. 

J. 8. FRY 4.- SONS are the ONLY English House in the trade 
to whom a PRIZE M.E.DAL was awarded at the International Exhibition, 
1862. The superior quality of their articles has been attested by uniform 
public approbation DURING A CENTURY. I. 

FOR CHILDREN'S DIET. 
GUARANTEED 

PERFECTLY PURE.. -0- 

ANIMA 
.ILPOMADII 

?WIVE HAll 
PREPARED 

WTCOOP 
26.0xFoRog 

CORRECTED RECIPE FOR 
INFANTS' FOOD. 

To two teaspoonsful of BROWN AND POISON'S CORN noun, mixed with two tablespoonsful of cold water, add halftpint of boiling milk and water (equal quantities); boll for seven minutes, and sweeten very slightly. It should be when warm 0 about tho thickness of cream. RN 
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WILLIAM S. BU TON, 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER, 

By Appointment, to H.R.E. the PRINCE of WALES. 

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE 
FOR SILVER. 

THE REAL NICKEL SILVER, 
Introduced more than thirty years ago by 

WILLIAM S. BURTON, 
When PLATED by the patent process of Messrs. Dicing- 
ton and Co., is beyond all comparison the very best article 
next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, 
either usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test 
can it be distinguished from real silver. 

A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish 
and durability, as follows: 

12 Table Forks 
12 'fable Spoons 
12 Dessert Forks 
12 Dessert Spoons 
12 Tea Spoons 
6 Egg Spoons, 

gilt howls.. 3 

2 Sauce Ladles 
1 Gravy Spoon 
2 Salt Spoons, 

gift bowls.. 
1 Mustard Spoon, 

gilt bowl... 1 
I Pair Sugar Tongs 
1 Pair Fish Carvers 
1 Butter Knife 
1 Soup Ladle 
1 Sugar Sifter 

Total 

Fiddle 
or Old 
Silver 

Pattern. 

2 14 
2 

10 

4 

18 
6 
o 
6 
o 
3 

Bead 
Pattern. 

8. 20 20 
1 10 
/ 10 lo 

12 

8 
9 

4 

12 

8 
10 

4 

20 20 2 
6 3 3 

1 10 
4 

12 
4 

o 
o 
o 

Thread 
orBruns- or Lily, 
Pattern. 

E S. cl. I 3. d. 
2 4 0 2 10 0 
2 4 0 2 /0 
1 12 0 1 15 
1 12 0 1 15 
1 2 0 1 5 

13 

9 
11 0 
46 

1 10 
5 

16 
4 

6 4 
1 10 

6 60 
17 0 

6 50 

3 
o 
o 

9 19 9 12 9 013 9 6 14 17 3 

Any article to be had slog y at the same prices. An 
oak chest to contain the above, and a relative 'Amber of 
knives, &c., 12 15s. Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers, 
and Comer Dishes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &c., at 
proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating done by 
the patent process. 

CUTLERY WARRANTED, 
The most varied Assortment of TABLE cuTLERY the World, all warranted, is on sale at 

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, 
At prices that are remunerative only because of the 

largeness of the sales. 

o BONE AND HORN HANDLES. o 
o 
o 
6 

o 

The Largest Stock In existence of PLATED DESSERT 
KNIVES and FORKS, in Cases and otherwise, and of the 

new Plated Fish Carvers. 

'FENDERS, STOVES, FIR.E-IRONS, 
and CHIMNEY-PIECES.Buyers of the above are 

requested, before finally deciding, to visit WILLIAM S. 
BURTON'S SHOW ROOMS. They contain such en assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, chimney-pieces, 
fire-irons, and general ironmongery as cannot be ap- 
proached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright stoves, with ormolu ornaments, 13 las. to /33 10$.; bronze fen- ders, with standards, 1e. to 15 12s.; steel fenders. 13 3s. to Ell ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, from /3 3s. to 118; chimney-pieces, from 11 85. to £160; fire-irons, from 2s. 3d. the set so 14 45. The BURTON and all 
other PATENT SKIVES, with radiating hearth-plates. 

WILLIAM S. BURTON, 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER 

By Appointment to H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, 
Sends a CATALOGUE gratis and post paid. It contains /inwards of 600 Illustrations of bis illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro Plato, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers, Hot.water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Maible Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Ganchero, Tea Trays, Ums and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware, Turnery, Iron and Brasa Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom Cabinet Furniture, &C., with Lists of Prices, and PLANS of the TWENTY LARGE SHOW-ROOMS at 

39 OXFORD STREET, W.; 1, la, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 
4, 5, & 6, PERRY'S PLACE; 1 NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

LONDON: PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOVES AND SON), STAMFORD STREET AND CHARING CROSS, 

Table 
Knives 

per doz, 

Dessert 
Knives 

per doz. 
Carvers. 

per 

IVORY HANDLES. a. d. s. d. s. d. 
34.-hich ivory handles 12 0 9 6 4 
31.Inch fine ivory handles 15 0 11 6 4 G 
4-inch ivory balance handles 18 0 14 0 5 0 
4-Inch fine ivory handles 24 0 17 0 7 3 
4-Inch finest African ivory 

handles 32 0 26 0 11 0 
Ditto, with silver ferules ... 40 0 33 0 12 0 
Ditto, carved handles,silver 

ferules 50 0 43 0 17 6 
Nickel electro-sliver han- 

dies, any pattern 25 0 19 0 17 6 
Silver handles of any pattern 84 0 51 0 21 G 

Knives and Forks pei dozen 
White bone handles 110 86 20 Ditto, balance handles 21 0 17 0 4 6 Black horn, rifted shoulders. 17 0 14 0 4 0 Do., very strong rivetted hdls 12 0 so 3 0 

E 8. 
1 13 
1 13 14 14 

16 

10 o 
6 o 
6 o 

3 

3 

wick 

o 

o 

0 

In 

& 

£ 

0 
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DECEMBER THE FIRST, STITCHED IN A COVER, 

fiq 

i I THE NEW CHRISTMAS NUMBER 
OF 

I 

ALL THE YEAR ROUND, 
CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS, 

ENTITLED 

I 

Is LIRRIPER's LEGACY. Mrs. Lirriper relates How She went on, and went over. . A past Lodger relates A Wild Legend of a Doctor. 
Another past Lodger relates His experience as a Poor Relation. Another past Lodger relates What Lot He Drew at Glumper House. Another past Lodger relates His own Ghost Story. 
Another past Lodger relates Certain Passages, to Her Husband. Mrs. Lirriper relates How Jemmy Topped Up. 

PRICE FOURPENCE. 
THE FIRST TEN VOLUMES OF ALL THE YEAR ROUND, Handsomely bound in Red Cloth, are always on sale, in sets, price ..£3 each, or singly 6s. each. I 

E 
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WILLIAM S. BU TON: 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER, 

By Appointment, to H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES. 

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE CUTLERY WARRANTED. 
FOR SILVER. The most varic.d - 

ktrin.r.AtAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER 
By Appointment to H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, 

Sends a CATALOGUE gratis and post paid. It contains upwards of 600 Illustrations of bis illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro Plate, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers, Hot-water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Idaible Chimneypleces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers. Tea Trays. Gnu and Kettles, Clocks, Tabla Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware, Tummy, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom Cabinet Furniture, &e., withpsts of Prices, and PLANS of the TWENTY LARGE SHOW-ROOMS at 
89 OXFORD STREET, W.; 1, la, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 

4, 5, 8t 6, PERRY'S PLACE; & 1 NEWMAN YARD, LONDON. 
ESTA BLISI ED 1820. 

LONDON: !MINTED BY WILLTAN CLOWTS AND SONS, STAMFORD STREET AND CELtnnrn DEM. 
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P.A.'S LODGER, AND PA'S DAUGHTER. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

IN WHICH A FRIENDLY MOVE IS ORIGINATED. 

THE arrangement between Mr. Boffin and his literary man, Mr. 
Silas W egg, so far altered with the altered habits of Mr. Boffin's life, 
as that the Roman. Empire usually declined in the morning and in 
the eminently aristocratic family mansion, rather than in the even- 
ing, as of yore, and in Boffin's Bower. There were occasions, how- 
ever, when Mr. Boffin, seeking a brief refuge from the blandishments 
of fashion, would present himself at the Bower after dark, to antici- 
pate the next sallying forth of Wegg, and -would there, on the old 
settle, pursue the downward fortunes of those enervated and corrupted 
masters of the world who were by this time on their last legs. lf 
Wegg had been worse paid for his office, or better qualified to dis- 
charge it, he would have considered these visits complimentary and 
agreeable ; but, holding the position of a handsomely-remunerated 
humbug, he resented them. This was quite according to rule, for 
the incompetent servant, by whomsoever employed, is always against 
his employer. Even those born governors, noble and right honorable 
creatures, who have been the most imbecile in high places, have uni- 
formly shown themselves the most opposed (sometimes in belying 
distrust, sometimes in vapid insolence) to their employer. What is in 
such wise true of the public master and servant, is equally true of 
the private master and servant all the worM over. 

When Mr. Silas Wegg did at last obtain free access to " Our 
House," as he had been wont to call the mansion outside which he 
had sat shelterless so long, and. when he did at last find it in all 
particulars as different from his mental plans of it as according to 
the nature of things it well could be, that far-seeing and far-reaching 
character, by way of asserting himself and making out a case for 
compensation, afFected to fall into a melancholy strain of musing over 
the mournful past ; as if the house and he had had a fall in life 
together. 

" And this, sir," Silas would say to his patron, sadly nodding his 
head and musing, " was once Our House! This, sir, is the building 
from which I have so often seen those great creatures, Miss Elizabeth, 
Master George, Aunt Jane, and Uncle Parker "whose very names 
were of his own inventing" pass and repass! And has it come to 
this, indeed! Ah dear me, dear me !" 

So tender were his lamentations, that the kindly Mr. Boffin was 
quite sorry for him, and almost felt mistrustful that in buying the 
house he had done him an irreparable injury. 

Two or three diplomatic interviews, the result of great subtlety en 
Mr. Wegg's part, but assuming the mask of careless yielding to a 
fortuitous combination of circumstances impelling him towards 
Clerkenwell, had enabled him to complete his bargain with Mr. 
Venus. 

" Bring me round to the Bower," said Silas, when the bargain was 
VOL. I. 
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closed, "next Saturday evening-, and if a sociable glass of old. 

Jamaikey warm should meet your views, I am not the man to 
begrudge it." 

" You are aware of my being poor company, sir," replied Mr. 
Venus, "but be it so." 

It being so, here is Saturday evening come, and here is Mr. Venus 
come, and ringing at the Bower-gate. 

Mr. Wegg opens the gate, descries a sort of brown paper truncheon 
under Mr. Venus's arm, and remarks, in a dry tone : "Oh! I thought 
perhaps you might have come in a cab." 

"No, Mr. Wegg," replies Venus. "I am not above a parcel." 
"Above a parcel! No!" says Wegg, with some dissatisfaction. 

But does not openly growl, "a certain sort of parcel might be above 
you." 

" Here is your purchase, Mr. Wegg," says Venus, politely handing 
it over, " and I am glad to restore it to the source from whence it 
flowed." 

" Thankee," says Wegg. " Now this affair is concluded, I may 
mention to you in a friendly way that I've my doubts whether, if I 
had consulted a lawyer, you could have kept this article back from 
Inc. I only throw it out as a legal point." 

"Do you think so, Mr. Wegg ? 1 bought you in open contract." 
" You can.'t buy human flesh and blood in this country, sir ; not 

alive, you can't," says Wegg, shaking his head. " Then query, bone?" 
"As a legal point ?" asks Venus. 
"As a legal point." 
"I am not competent to speak- upon that, Mr. Wegg," says Venus, 

reddening and growing something louder ; "but upon a point of 
fact I think myself competent to speak; and as a :point of fact I 
would have seen youwill you allow me to say, further ?" 

"I wouldn't say more than further, if 1 was you," Mr. Wegg 
suggests, pacifically. 

"Before rd have given that packet into your hand without 
being paid my price for it. I don't pretend to know how the point 
of law may stand, but I'm thoroughly confident upon the point of fact." 

As Mr. Venus is irritable (no doubt owing to his disappointment 
in love), and as it is not the cue of Mr. Wegg to have him out of 
temper, the latter gentleman soothingly remarks, "I only put it as a 
little case ; I only put it ha'porthetically." 

" Then rd rather, Mr. Wegg, you put it another time, penn'ortn- 
etically," is Mr. Ven.u.s's retort, "for I tell you candidly I. don't like 
your little cases." 

Arrived by this time in Mr. Wegg's sitting-room, made bright on 

the chilly evening by gaslight and fire, Mr. Venus softens and com- 
pliments him on his abode ; profiting by the occasion to remind Wegg 
that he (Venus) told him he had got into a good thing 

"Tolerable," Wegg rejoins. "But bear in mind, Mr. Venus, that 
there's no gold without its alloy. Mix for yourself and take a seat 
in the chimbley-corner. Will you perform upon a pipe, sir?" 

"I am but an indifferent performer, sir," returns the other ; " but 

1'11 accompany you with a whiff or two at intervals." 
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So, Mr. Venus mixes, and Wegg mixes ; and Mr. Venus lights and 
puffs, and Wegg lights and puffs. 

" And there's alloy even in this metal of yours, Mr. Wegg, you 
was remarking ?" 

" Mystery," returns Wegg. "I don't like it, Mr. Venus. I don't 
like to have the life knocked out of former inhabitants of this house, 
in the gloomy dark, and not know who did it." 

" Might you have any suspicions, Mr. Wegg?" 
"No," returns that gentleman "I know who profits by it. But 

I've no suspicions." 
Flavin, said which, Mr. Wegg smokes and looks at the fire with a 

most determined expression of Charity; as if he had caught that 
cardinal virtue by the skirts as she felt it her painful duty to de- 
part from him, and held her by main force. 

" Similarly," resumes Wegg, "I have observations as I can offer 
-upon certain points and parties; but I make no objections, Mr.Venus. 
Here is an immense fortune drops from the clouds upon a person that 
shall be nanaeless. Here is a weekly allowance, with a certain weight 
of coals, drops from the clouds upon. me. -Which of us is the better 
man? Not the person that shall be nameless. That's an observation 
of mine, but I don't make it an objection. I take my allowance and 
my certain weight of coals. He takes his fortune. That's the way it 
works." 

" It would be a good thing for me, if I could see things in the 
calm light you do, Mr. Wegg." 

" Again look here," pursues Silas, with an oratorical flourish of his 
pipe and his wooden leg : the latter having an undignified tendency 
to tilt him back in his chair ; " here's another observation, Mr. Venus, 
unaccompanied with an objection. Him that shall be nameless is 
liable to be talked over. He gets talked over. Him that shall be 
nameless, having me at his right hand, naturally looking to be pro- 
moted higher, and you may perhaps say meriting to be promoted 
higher--" 

(Mr. Venus murmurs that he does say so.) "Him that shall be nameless, under such circumstances passes me 
by, and puts a talking-over stranger above my head. Which of us two 
is the better man? Which of us two can repeat most poetry? Which 
of us two has, in the service of him that shall be nameless, tackled the 
_Romans, both civil and military, till he has got as husky as if he'd 
been weaned and ever since brought up on sawdust? Not the 
talking-over stranger. Yet the house is as free to him as if it was 
his, and he has his room, and is put upon a footing, and draws about 
a thousand a year. I am banished to the Bower, to be found in it 
like a piece of furniture whenever wanted. Merit, therefore, don't 
win. That's the way it works. I observe it, because I can't help 
observing it, being accustomed to take a powerful sight of notice; 
but I don't object. Ever here before, Mr. Venus?" 

"Not inside the <*ate, Mr. Wegg." 
" You've been as far as the gate then, Mr. Venus?" 
"Yes, Mr. Wegg, and peeped in from curiosity." 
"Did you see anything?" 

Q2 
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" Nothing but the dust-yard." 
Mr. Wegg rolls his eyes all round the room, in that ever unsatisfied 

quest of his, and then rolls his eyes all round Mr. Venus; as if 
suspicious of his having something about him to be found out. 

" And yet, sir," he pursues, " being acquainted with old Mr. 

Harmon, one would have thought it might have been polite in you, 

too, to give him a call. And you're naturally of a polite disposition, 

you are." This last clause as a softening compliment to Mr. 

Venus. 
" It is true, sir," replie,s Venus, winking his weak eyes, and limning 

his fingers through his dusty shock of hair, " that I was so, before a 

certain observation soured me. You understand to what I allude, 

Mr. Wegg ? To a certain written statement respecting not -wishing to 

be regarded in a certain light. Since that, all is fled, save gall." 

"Not all," says Mr. Wegg, in a tone of sentimental condolence. 

"Yes, sir," returns Venus, "all! The world may deem it harsh, 

but I'd quite as soon pitch into my best friend as not. Indeed, Ed 

sooner !" 

Involuntarily making a pass with his wooden leg to guard himself 

as Mr. Venus springs up in the emphasis of this unsociable declare, 

tion, Mr. Wegg tilts over on his back, chair and all, and is rescued 

by that harmless misanthrope, in a disjointed state and ruefully 
rubbing his head. 

" Why, you lost your balance, Mr. Wegg," says Venus, handing 
him his pipe. 

" And. about time to do it," grumbles Silas, " when a man's visitors, 
without a word of notice, conduct themselves with the sudden 

wiciousness of Jacks-in-boxes ! Don't come flying out of your chair 
like that, Mr. Venus!" 

"I ask your pardon, Mr. Wegg. I am so soured." 
"Yes, but hang it," says Wegg argumentatively, "a well-governed 

mind can be soured sitting ! And as to being regarded in lights, 
there's bumpey lights as well as bony. In which," again rubbing 
his head, "I object to regard myself.' 

" I'll bear it in memory, sir.' 
"If you'll be so good." Mr. 'Wegg slowly subdues his ironical 

tone and his lingering irritation, and resumes his pipe. "We were 

talking of old Mr. Harmon being a friend of yours.' 
" Not a friend, Mr. Wegg. Only known to speak to, and to have 

a little deal with now and then. A very inquisitive character, Mr. 

Wegg, regarding what was found in the dust. As inquisitive as 

secret." 
"Ah! You found him secret ?" returns Wegg, with a greedy relish. 
"He had always the look- of it, and the manner of it.' 
" Ah!" with another roll of his eyes. "As to what was found in 

the dust now. Did you ever hear him mention how he found it, my 
dear friend? Living on the mysterious premises, one would like to 

know. For instance, where he found things? Or, for instance, how he 

set about it? Whether he began at the top of the mounds, or whether 
he began at the bottom. Whether he prodded ;" Mr. Wegg's panto- 
mimo is skilful and expressive here; " or whether he scooped? 

s. 
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Should you say scooped, my dear Mr. Venus; or should youas a 
mansay prodded?" 

"I should say neither, Mr. Wegg." 
"As a fellow-man, Mr. Venusmix a:gainwhy neither ?" 
" Because I suppose, sir, that what was found, was found in the 

sorting and sifting. All the mounds are sorted and sifted?" 
" You shall see 'em and pass your opinion. Mix again." 
On each occasion of his saying " mix again," Mr. Wegg, with a 

hop on his -wooden leg, hitches his chair a little nearer ; more as if 
he were proposing that himself and Mr. Venus should mix again, 
than that they should replenish their glasses. 

"Living (as I said before) on the mysterious premises," says Wegg 
when the other has acted on his hospitable entreaty, " one likes to 
know. Would you be inclined to say nowas a brotherthat he 
ever hid things in the dust, as well as found 'em?" 

"Mr. Wegg, on the whole I should say he might." 
Mr. Wegg claps on his spectacles, and admiringly surveys Mr. 

Venus from head to foot. 
"As a mortal equally with myself, whose hand I take in mine for 

the first time this day, having unaccountably overlooked that act so 
full of boundless confidence binding a fellow-creetur lo a fellow- 
ereetur," says Wegg, holding Mr. Venus's palm out, flat and ready 
for smiting, and now smiting it ; "as suchand no other--for I 
scorn all lowlier ties betwixt myself and the man walking with his 
face erect that alone I call my Twinregarded and regarding in this 
trustful bondwhat do you think he might have hid?" 

"It is but a supposition, Mr. Wegg." 
"As a Being with his hand upon his heart," cries Wegg; and the 

apostrophe is not the less impressive for the Being's hand being 
actually upon his rum and water ; "put your supposition into 
language, and bring it out, Mr. Venus!" 

He was the species of old gentleman, sir," slowly returns that 
practical anatomist, after drinking, " that I should judge likely to 
take such opportunities as this place offered, of stowing away money, 
valuables, maybe papers." 

"As one that was ever an ornament to human life," says Mr. Wegg, 
again holding out Mr. Venus's palm as if he were going to tell his 
fortune by chiromancy, and holding his own up ready for smiting 
it when the time should come ; "as one that the poet might have had 
his eye on, in writing the national naval words : 

Helm a-weathcr, now lay- her close; 
Yard arm and yard arm she lies; 

Again, cried I, Mr. Venus, give her t'other dose, 
Man shrouds and grapple, sir, or she flies! 

that is to say, regarded in the light of true British Oak, for such you 
areexplain, Mr. Venus, the expression papers ' !" 

" Seeing that the old ;gentleman was generally cutting off some 
near relation, or blocking out some natural affection," Mr. Venus 
rejoins, "he most likely made a good many wills and codicils." 

The palm of Silas Wegg descends with a sounding smack upon 
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the palm of Venus, and. Wegg lavishly exclaims, " Twin in opinion. 
equally with feeling! Mix a little more 

Having now hitched his wooden leg and his chair close in front of 
Mr. Venus, Mr. Wegg rapidly mixes for both, gives his visitor his 
glass, touches its rim with the rim of his own, puts his own to his 
lips, puts it down, and spreading his hands on his visitor's knees thus 
addresses him : 

"Mr. Venus. It ain't that I object to being passed. over for a 
stranger, though I regard the stranger as a more than doubtful cus- 
tomer. It ain't for the sake of making money, though money is ever 
welcome. It ain't for myself', thoughI am not so haughty as to be 
above doing myself a good turn. It's for the cause of the right." 

Mr. Venus, passively winking his weak eyes both at once, demands : 

" What is, Mr. Wegg ?" 
" The friendly move, sir, that I now propose. You see the move, 

sir ?" 
" Till you have pointed it out, Mr. Wegg, I can't my whether I do 

or not." 
"If there is anything to be found on these premises, let -us find it 

together. Let us make the friendly move of agreeing to look for it 
together. Let us make the friendly move of agreeing to share the 
profits of it equally betwixt -us. In the cause of the right." Thus 
Silas assuming a noble air. 

"Then," says Mr. Venus, looking up, after meditating with his 
hair held in his hands, as if he could only fix his attention by fixing 
his head ; " if anything was to be unburied from under the dust, it 
-would be kept a secret by you and me? Would that be it, Mr. 
Wegg ?" 

"That -would depend. upon what it was, Mr. Venus. Say it was 
money, or plate, or jewellery, it would be as much ours as anybody 
else's." 

Mr. Venus rubs an eyebrow, interrogatively. 
"In the cause of the right it would. Because it would be -unknow- 

ingly sold with the mounds else, and the buyer would get what he 
was never meant to have, and never bought. And what would that 
be, Mr. Venus, but the cause of the -wrong ?" 

" Say it was papers," Mr. Venus propounds. 
"According to what they contained we should offer to dispose of 

'em to the parties most interested," replies Wegg, promptly. 
"In the cause of the right, Mr. Wegg ?" 
" Always so, Mr. Venus. If the parties should use them in the 

cause of the wrong, that would. be their act and deed. Mr. Venus. I 
have an opinion of you, sir, to which it is not easy to give mouth. 
Since I called upon you that evening when you were, as I may say, 
floating your powerful mind in tea, I have felt that you required to 
be roused with an object. In this friendly move, sir, you will have a 
glorious object to rouse you." 

Mr. Wegg then goes on to enlarge upon -what throughout has been 
uppermost in his crafty mind :the qualifications of Mr. Venus for 
such a search. He expatiates on Mr. Venus's patient habits and 
delicate manipulation; on his skill in piecing little thincrs together 
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on his knowledge of various tissues and textures ; on the likelihood. of 
small indications leading him on to the discovery of great conceal- 

qte'6. " While as to myself," says Wegg, "I um not good at it. Whether T gave myself up to prodding, or whether I gave myself up 
Nf to scooping, I couldn't do it with that delicate touch so as not to 

show that I was disturbing the mounds. Quite different with you, 
going to work (as you would) in the light of a fellow-man, holily 
pledged in a friendly move to his brother man." Mr. Wegg next 
modestly remarks on the want of adaptation in a wooden leg to ladders and such like airy perches, and also hints at an inherent tendency in that timber fiction, when called into action for the purposes of a promenade on an ashey slope, to stick itself into the yielding foothold, and peg its owner to one spot. 'Then, leaving this part of the sub- 
ject, he remarks on the special phenomenon that before his instal- 
lation in the Bower, it was from Mr. Venus that he first heard of the legend of hidden wealth_ in the Mounds : " which," he observes with a vaguely pious air, " was surely never meant for nothing." 
Lastly, he returns to the cause of the right, gloomily foreshadowing 
the possibility of something being unearthed to criminate Mr. Boffin 4116 (of whom he once more candidly admits it cannot be denied that he 
profits by a murder), and anticipating his denunciation by the friendly 

:ht, li movers to avenging justice. And this, Mr. Wegg expressly points 
out, not at all for the sake of the rewardthough it would be a want 
of principle not to take it. 

ab* To all this, Mr. Venus, with his shock of dusty hair cocked after 
the manner of a terrier's ears, attends profoundly. When Mr. Wegg, 
having finished, opens his arms wide, as if to show Mr. 'Venus how 
bare his breast is, and then folds them pending a reply, Mr. Venus 
winks at him with both eyes some little time before speaking. selig"I see you have tried it by yourself, Mr. Wegg," he says when he 
does speak. " You have found out the difficulties by experience." 

"No, it can hardly be said that 1 have tried it," replies Wegg, 
lt oho little dashed by the hint. "I have just skimmed it. Skimmed it." 
,ret;chl'k 

" And found nothing besides the difficulties?" 
twoulOthoi 

Wegg shakes his head. 
"I scarcely know what to say to this, Mr. Wegg," observes Venus, 

after ruminating for a while. 

to d* " Say yes," Wegg naturally urges. 
"If I wasn't soured, my answer -would be no. But being soured, Mr. 

Wegg, and driven to reckless madness and desperation, 1 suppose it's 
Yes." t Wegg joyfully reproduces the two glasses, repeats the ceremony of 
clinking their rims, and inwardly drinks with great heartiness to the eri health and success in life of the young lady who has reduced Mr. 
Venus to his present convenient state of mind. 

The articles of the friendly move are then severally recited and. 

'Pl4116 
aureed upon. They are but secrecy, fidelity, and perseverance. The 
BOwer to be always free of access to Mr. Venus for his researches, 
and every precaution to be taken against their attracting observation 

folg in the neighbourhood. 
" There's a footstep !" exclaims Venus. 
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" Where?" cries Wegg, starting. 
" Outside. St!" 
They are in the act of ratifying the treaty of friendly move, by 

shaking hands upon it. They softly break off, light their pipes which 
have gone out, and lean back in their chairs. No doubt, a footstep. 
It approaches the window, and a hand taps at the glass. "Come 
in !" calls Wegg ; meaning come round by the door. But the heavy 
old-fashioned sash is slowly raised, and a head slowly looks in out of 
the dark background of night. 

" Pray is Mr. Silas Wegg here? Oh! I see him !" 

The friendly movers might not have been quite at their ease, even 
though the visitor had entered in the usual manner But, leaning 
on the breast-high window, and staring in out of the darkness, they 
find the visitor extremely embarrassing. Especially Mr. Venus : who 
removes his pipe, draws back his head, and stares at the starer, as 
if it were his own Hindoo baby come to fetch him home. 

"Good evening, Mr. Wegg. The yard gate-lock should be looked 
to, if you please ; it don't catch." 

"Is it Mr. Rokesmith.?" falters Wegg. 
"It is Mr. Rokesmith. Don't let me disturb you. I am not comilig 

in. I have only a message for you, which. I undertook to deliver on 
my way heme to my lodgings. I was in two minds about coming 
beyond the gate -without ringing : not knowing but you might have 
a dog about." 

"I wish I had," mutters Wegg, with his back turned as he rose 
from his chair. St! Hush ! The talking-over stranger, Mr. Venus." 

" Is that any one I know ?" inquires the staring Secretary. 
"No, Mr. Rokesmith. Friend of mine. Passing the evening with 

me." 
" Oh ! I beg his pardon. Mr. Boffin wishes you to know that he 

does not expect you to stay at home any evening, on the, chance of his 
coming It has occurred to him that he may, without intending it, 
have been a tie -upon you. In future, if he should come without 
notice, he will take his chance of finding you, and it will be all the 
same to him if he does not. I undertook- to tell you on my way. 
That's all." 

With that, and "Good night," the Secretary lowers the window, 
and disappears. They listen, and hear his footsteps go back to the 
gate, and hear the gate close after him 

" And for that individual, Mr. Venus," remarks Wegg, when he is 
fully gone, "/ have been passed over ! Let me ask you what you 
think of him ?" 

Apparently, Mr. Venus does not know what to think of him, for 
he makes sundry efforts to reply, without delivering himself of any 
other articulate utterance than that he has "a singular look." 

"A double look, you mean, sir," rejoins Wegg playing bitterly 
upon the word. " That's his look. Any amount of singular look for 
me, but not a double look ! That's an under-handed mind, sir." 

"Do you say there's something against him?" Venus asks. 
" Something against him?" repeats Wegg. " Something ? What. 

would the relief be to my feelings as a fellow-manif I wasn't the 
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slave of truth, and didn't feel myself compelled to answer, Eveiy- 
thing t" 

See into what wonderful maudlin refuges, featherless ostriches 
plunge their beads! It is such unspeakable moral compensation to 
Wee-g, to be overcome by the consideration that Mr. Rokesmith has an 
underhanded mind! 

" On this starlight night, Mr. Venus," he remarks, when he is 
showing that friendly mover out across the yard, and both are some- 
thing the worse for mixing again and again : "on this starlight night 
to think that talking-over strangers, and underhanded minds, can go 
walking home under the sky, as if they was all square !" 

" The spectacle of those orbs," says Mr. Venus, gazing upward with 
his hat tumbling off, " brings heavy on me her crushing words that 
she did not wish to regard herself nor yet to be regarded in 
that 

"1 know ! I know ! You needn't repeat 'em," says Wegg, pressing 
his hand. "But think how those stars steady me in the cause of the 
right against some that shall be nameless. It isn't that I bear malice 
But see how they glisten with old remembrances ! Old remembrances 
of what, sir ?" 

Mr. Venus begins drearily replying, "Of her words, in her own 
handwriting, that she does not wish to regard herself; nor yet---" 
when Silas cuts him short with dignity. 

"No, sir ! Reniembrances of Our House, of Master George, of Aunt 
Jane, of Uncle Parker, all laid waste! All offered up saCrifices to the 
minion of fortune and the worm of the hour !" 

CHAPTER VIII. 

IN WHICH AN INNOCENT ELOPEMENT OCCURS. 

THE minion of fortune and the worm of the hour, or in less cutting 
language, Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire, the Golden Dustman, had become 
as much at home in his eminently aristocratic family mansion as he 
was likely ever to be. He could not but feel that, like an eminently 
aristocratic family cheese, it was much too large for his wants, and 
bred an infinite amount of parasites ; but he was content to regard 
this drawback on his property as a sort of perpetual Legacy Duty. 
He felt the more resigned to it, forasmuch as Mrs. Boffin enjoyed 
herself completely, and Miss Bella was delighted. 

That young lady was, no doubt, an acquisition to the Boffins. She 
was far too pretty to be unattractive anywhere, and far too quick of 
perception to be below the tone of her new career. Whether it im- 
proved her heart might be a matter of taste that was open to question ; 
but as touching another matter of taste, its improvement of her ap- 
pearance and manner, there could be no question whatever. 

And thus it soon came about that Miss Bella began to set Mrs. 
Boffin right ; and even further, that Miss Bella began to feel ill at 
ease, and as it were responsible, when she saw Mrs. Boffin. going 
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wrong. Not that so sweet a disposition and so sound a nature 
could ever go very wrong even anion., the great visiting authorities 
who agreed that the Boffins were " charmingly vulgar" (which for 
certain was not their own case in saying so), but that when she 
made a slip on the social ice on which all the children of Podsnap- 
pery, with genteel souls to be saved., are required to skate in circles, 
or to slide in long rows, she inevitably tripped Miss Bella up (so that 
young lady felt), and caused her to experience great confusion 
-under the glances of the more skilful performers engaged in those 
ice-exercises. 

At Miss Bella's time of life it was not to be expected that she 
should examine herself very closely on the congruity or stability of 
her position. in Mr. Boffin s house. And as she had never been 
sparing of complaints of her old home when she had no other to 
compare it with, so there was no novelty of ingratitude or disdain in 
her very much preferring her new one. 

" An invaluable man is Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin, after some two 
or three months. " But I can't quite make him out." 

Neither could Bella, so she found the subject rather interesting. 
"He takes more care of my affairs, morning, noon, and night," said 

Mr. Boffin., " than. fifty other men put together either could or -would; 
and yet he has ways of his OWn that are like tying a scaffoldingTole 
right across the road, and bringing me up short when I am almost 
a-walking arm in arm with him." 

"May I ask how so, sir ?" inquired Bella. 
" Well, my dear," said Mr. Boffin, "he won't meet any company 

here, but you. When we have visitors, I should. -wish lama to have 
his regular place at the table like ourselves ; but no, he won't take it." 

"If he considers himself above it," said Miss Bella, with an airy 
toss of her head, I should leave him alone." 

" It ain't that, my dear," replied. Mr. Boffin, thinking, it over. "He 
don't consider himself above it." 

"Perhaps he considers himself beneath it," suggested Bella. " If 
so, he ought to know best." 

"No, my dear ; nor it ain't that, neither. No," repeated Mr. Boffin, 
with a shake of his head, after again thinking it over ; " Rokesmith's 
a modest man, but he don't consider himself beneath it." 

" Then what does he consider, sir ?" asked Bella. 
" Dashed if I know !" said Mr. Boffin. "It seemed at first as if it 

was only Lightwood that he objected to meet. And now it seems to 
be everybody, except you." 

" Oho!" thought Miss Bella. "Indeed! That's it, is it !" For 
Mr. Mortimer Lightwood had dined there two or three times, and 
she had met him elsewhere, and he had shown her some attention. 
" Rather cool in a Secretaryand Pa's lodgerto make me the sub- 
ject of his jealousy !" 

That Pa's daughter should be so contemptuous of Pa's lodger was 
odd ; but there were odder anomalies than that in the mind of the 
spoilt girl : the doubly spoilt girl : spoilt first by poverty, and then 
by wealth. Be it this history's part, however, to leave them to 
unravel themselves. 
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"A little too much, I think," Miss Bella reflected. scornfully, " to 
have Pa's lodger laying claim to me, and keeping eligible people off! 
A little too much, indeed, to have the opportunities opened to me by 
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, appropriated by a mere Secretary and Pa's lodger !" 

Yet it was not so very long ago that Bella had been fluttered by 
the discovery that this same Secretary and lodger seemed to like her. 
Ah but the eminently aristocratic mansion and Mrs. Boffin's dress- 
maker had not come into play then. 

In spite of his seemingly retiring manners a very intrusive 
person, this Secretary and lodger, in Miss Bella's opinion. Always 
a light in his office-room when we came home from the play or 
Opera, and he always at the caxriage-door to hand us out. Always 
a provoking radiance too on Mrs. Boffin's face, and an abominably 
cheerful reception, of him, as if it were possible seriously to approve 
what the man had in his mind! 

" You never charge me, Miss W ilfer," said the Secretary, encoun- ; 

tering her by chance alone in the great drawing-room, " with com- 
missions for home. I shall always be happy to execute any commands 
you may have in that direction.' 

"Pray what may you mean, Mr. Rokesinith ?" inquired Miss Bella, 
with languidly drooping eyelids. 

"By home ? I mean your father's house at Holloway." 
She colourea under the retortso skilfully thrust, that the words 

seemed to be merely a plain answer, given in plain good faithand 
said, rather more emphatically and sharply : 

e 
" What commissions and commands are you speaking of?". 
" Only such little words of remembrance as I assume you send some- 

le how or other," replied the Secretary with his former air. " It would 
be a pleasure to me if you would make me the bearer of them. As 
you know, I come and go between the two houses every day." 

e. "You needn't remind me of that, sir." 
She was too quick in this petulant sally against "Pa's lodger ;" 

LI 'If 
and she felt that she had been so when she met his quiet look. 

" They don't send many- -what was your expression ?words of 
remembrance to me," said Bella, making haste to take refuge in ill- 
usage. 

" They frequently ask me about you, and I give them such slight 
intelligence as I can." 

"I hope it's truly given," exclaimed Bella. 
"I hope you cannot doubt it, for it would be very much against 

you, if you could." 
"No, I do not doubt it. I deserve the reproach, which is very just 

indeed. I beg your pardon, Mr. Rokesmith." 
"I should beg you not to do so, but that it shows you to such 

admirable advantage," he replied with earnestness. " Forgive me ; I 
." could not help saying that. To return to what I have digressed 

from, let me add that perhaps they think I report them to you, 
deliver little messages, and the like. But I forbear to trouble you, 
as you never ask me." 

"I am going, sir," said Bella, looking at him as if he had reproved 
her " to see them to-morrow." 
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"Is that," he asked, hesitating, " said to me, or to them ?" 

" To which you please." 
" To both? Shall I make it a message ?" 

" You can if you like, Mr. Rokesmith. Message or no message, I 
am going to see them to-morrow." 

" Then I will tell them so." 
He lingered a moment, as though to give her the opportunity of 

prolonging the conversation if she wished. As she remained silent, 
he left her. Two incidents of the little interview were felt by Miss 
Bella herself when alone again, to be very curious. The first was, 
that he unquestionably left her with a penitent air upon her, and a 
penitent feeling in her heart. The second was, that she had not had 
an intention or a thought of going home, until she had announced it 
to him as a settled design. 

"What can I mean by it, or what can be mean by it?" was her 
mental inquiry : "He has no right to any power over me, and how 
do I come to mind him when I don't care for him?" 

Mrs. Boffin, insisting that Bella should make to-morrow's expedi- 
tion in the chariot, she went home in great grandeur. Mrs. Wilfer 
and Miss Lavinia had speculated much on the probabilities and 
improbabilities of her coming in this gorgeous state, and, on behold- 
ino. the chariot from the window at which they were secreted to 
look out for it, agreed that it must be detained at the door as 
long as possible, for the mortification and confusion of the neighbours. 
Then they repaired to the usual family room, to receive Miss Bella 
with a becoming show of indifference. 

The family room looked very small and very mean, and the down- 
ward staircase by which it was attained looked very narrow and 
very crooked. The little house and all its arrangements were a poor 
contrast to the eminently aristocratic dwelling. "I can hardly be- 
lieve," thought Bella, " that I ever did endure life in this place!' 

Gloomy majesty on the part of Mrs. Wilfer, and native pertness on 
the part of Lavvy, did not mend the matter. Bella really stood in 
natural need of a little help, and she got none. 

" This," said Mrs. Wilfer, presenting a cheek to be kissed, as 
sympathetic and responsive as the back of the bowl of a spoon, " is 
quite an honor! You will probably find your sister Lavvy grown, 
Bella." 

"Ma," Miss Lavinia interposea, " there can be no objection to your 
being aggravating, because Bella richly deserves it but I really 
must request that you will not drag in such ridiculous nonsense as 
my having grown when I am past the growing age." 

"I grew, myself," Mrs. IN ilfer sternly proclaimed, " after I was 
married." 

" Very well, 31a," returned Lavvy, " then I think you had much 
better have left it alone." 

The lofty glare with which the majestic woman received this 
answer, might have embarrassed a less pert opponent, but it had no 
effect upon Lavinia : who, leaving her parent to the enjoyment of 

any amount of glaring that she might deem desirable under the 
circumstances, accosted her sister, undismayed. 
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"I suppose you won't consider yourself quite disgraced, Bella, if I 
give you a kiss? Well! And how do you do, Bella? And how are 
your Boffins?" 

"Peace!" exclaimed Mrs. Willer. " Hold! I will not suffer this 
tone of levity." 

"My goodness me! How are your Spoffins, then?" said Lavvy, 
" since Ma so very much objects to your Boffins." 

"Impertinent girl! Minx!" said Mrs. Willer, with dread seve- 
rity. 

"I don't care whether I ara a Minx, or a Sphinx," returned 
Lavinia, coolly, tossing her head ; " it's exactly the same thing to 
me, and I'd every bit as soon be one as the other ; but I know this- 
I'll not grow after I am married!" 

" You will'not ? You will not?" repeated Mrs. Wilfer, solemnly. 
"No, Ma, I will not. Nothing shall induce me." 
Mrs. Willer, having waved her gloves, became loftily pathetic. 

"But it was to be expected ;" thus she spake. "A child of mine 
deserts me for the proud and prosperous, and another child of mine 
despises me. It is quite fitting." 

"Ma," Bella struck in, " Mr. and Mrs. Boffin are prosperous, no 
doubt ; but you have no right to say they are proud. You must 
know very well that they are not." 

"In short, Ma," said Lavvy, bouncing over to the enemy without 
a word of notice, " you must know very well--or if you don't, more 
shame for you !that Mr. and Mrs. Boffin are just absolute perfection." 

" Truly,' returned Mrs. Wilfer, courteously receiving the deserter, 
"it would seem that we are required to think so. And this, 
Lavinia, is my reason for objecting to a tone of levity. Mrs. Boffin 
of whose physiognomy I can never speak with the composure I 

would desire to preserve), and your mother, are not on terms of 
intimacy. It is not for a moment to be supposed that she and her 
husband dare to presume to speak of this family as the Wilfers. I 
cannot therefore condescend to speak of them as the Boffins. No; 
for such a tonecall it familiarity, levity, equality, or what you will 
would imply those social interchanges which do not exist. Do 
I render myself intelligible?" 

Without taking the least notice of this inquiry, albeit delivered in 
an imposing and forensic manner, Lavinia reminded her sister, 
" After all, you know, Bella, you haven't told us how your Whatshis- 
names are." 

"I don't want to speak of them here," replied Bella, suppressing 
indignation, and tapping her foot on the floor. " They are much too 
kind and too good to be drawn into these discussions." 

" Why put it so?" demanded Mrs. Wilfer, with biting sarcasm. 
" Why adopt a circuitous form of speech? It is polite and it is 
obliging-; but why do it? Why not openly say that they are much 
too kind and too good for us? We -understand the allusion. Why 
disguise the phrase ?" 

" Ma," said Bella, with one beat of her foot, " you are enough to 
drive a saint mad, and so is Lavvy." 

" -Unfortunate Lavvy !" cried Mrs. Wilfer, in a tone of commisera- 
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tion. "She always comes in for it. My poor child !" But Lavvv, 
with the suddenness of her former desertion, now bounced over to the 
other enemy : very sharply remarking, "Don't patronise me, Ma, 
because I can take care of myself." 

"I only wonder," resumed Mrs. Wilfer, directing her observations 
to her elder daughter, as safer on the whole than her utterly un- 
manageable younger, " that you found time and inclination to tear 
yourself from Mr. and 1VIrs. Boffin, and come to see us at all. I only 
wonder that our claims, contending against the superior claims of 
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, had any weight. I feel I ought to be thankful 
for gaining so much, in competition with Mr. and Mrs. Boffin." (The 
good lady bitterly emphasized the first letter of the word Boffin, as 
if ,it represented her chief objection to the owners of that name, 
and as if she could have borne Doffin, Moffin, or Poffin much better.) 

"Ma," said Bella, angrily, "you force me to say that I am truly 
sorry I did come home, and that I never will come home again, 
except when poor dear Pa is here. For, Pa is too magnanimous to 
feel envy and spite towards my generous friends, and Pa is delicate 
enough and gentle enough to remember the sort of little claim they 
thought I had upon them and the unusually trying position in 
which, through no act of my own, I had been placed. And. I always 
did love poor dear Pa better than all the rest of you put together, 
and I always do and I always shall!" 

Here Bella, deriving no comfort from her charming bonnet and 
her elegant dress, burst into tears: 

"I think, R. W.," cried Mrs. Wilfer, lifting up her eyes and apos- 
trophising the air, "that if you were present, it would be a trial to 
your feelings to hear your wife and the mother of your family depre- 
ciated in your name. But Fate has spared you this, R. W., whatever 
it may have thought proper to inflict upon her !" 

Here Mrs. Wilfer burst into tears. 
"I hate the Boffins!" protested Miss Lavinia. "I don't care who 

objects to their being called the Boffins. I wild, call 'em the Boffins. 
The Boffins, the Boffins, the Boffins! And I say they are mischief- 
making Boffins, and I say the Boffins have set Bella against me, 
and I tell the Boffins to their faces :" which was not strictly the fact, 
but the young lady was excited : " that they are detestable Boffins, 
disreputable Boffins, odious Boffins, beastly Boffins. There !" 

Here Miss Lavinia burst into tears. 
The front garden-gate clanked, and the Secretary was seen coming 

at a brisk pace up the steps. "Leave Me to open the door to him," 
said Mrs. Wilfer, rising with stately resignation as she shook her 
head and dried her eyes ; " we have at present no stipendiary girl to 
do so. We have nothin.g to conceal. If he sees these traces of 
emotion on our cheeks, let him construe them as he may." 

With. those words she stalked out. In a few moments she stalked 
in again, proclaiming in her heraldic manner, "Mr. Rokesmith is the 
bearer of a packet for Miss Bella Wilfer." 

Mr. Rokesmith followed close upon his name, and of course saw 
what was amiss. But he discreetly affected to see nothing, and 
addressed Miss Bella. 
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"Mr. Boffin intended to have placed this in the carriage for you 
this morning He -wished you to have it, as a little keepsake he had preparedit is only a purse, Miss Wilferbut as he was disappointed 
in his fancy, I volunteered to come after you with it." 

Bella took it in her hand, and thanked him. 
" We have been quarrelling here a little, Mr. Rokesmith, but not 

more than we used; you know our agreeable ways among ourselves. 
You find me just going. Good-bye, mamma. Good-bye, Lavvy I" And 
with a kiss for each Miss Bella turned to the door. The Secretary 
would have attended her, but Mrs. Wilfer advancing and saying with 
dignity, "Pardon. me ! Permit me to assert my natural right to 
escort my child to the equipage -which is in waiting for her," he 
begged pardon and gave place. It was a very magnificent spectacle 
indeed, to see Mrs. Wilier throw open the house-door, and loudly 
demand with extended gloves, " The male domestic of Mrs. Boffin !" 
To whom presenting himself, she delivered the brief but majestic 
charge, "Miss Wilfer. Coming out !" and so delivered her over, like 
a female Lieutenant of the Tower relinquishing a State Prisoner. 
The effect of this ceremonial was for some quarter of an hour after- 
wards perfectly paralysing on the neighbours, and was much en- 
hanced by the worthy lady airing herself for that term in a kind of 
splendidly serene trance on the top step. 

When Bella was seated in the carriage, she opened the little 
packet in her hand. It contained a pretty purse, and the purse 
contained a bank note for fifty pounds. " This shall be a joyful 
surprise for poor dear Pa," said Bella, " and I'll take it myself into 
the City!" 

As she was uninformed respecting the exact locality of the place 
of business of Chicksey Veneering and Stobbles, but knew it to be 
near Mincing Lane, she directed herself to be driven to the corner of 
that darksome spot. Thence she despatched " the male domestic of 
Mrs. Boffin," in search of the counting-house of Chicksey Veneering 
nd Stobbles, with a message importing that if R. Wilfer could come 

out, there was a lady -waiting who would be glad to speak- with him 
The delivery of these mysterious words from the mouth of a footman 
caused so great an excitement in the counting-house, that a youthful 
scout was instantly appointed to follow Rumty, observe the lady, 
and come in with his report. Nor was the agitation by any means 
diminished, when the scout rushed back with the intelligence that 
the lady was "a slap-up gal in a bang-up chariot." 

Rumty himself, with his pen behind his ear under his rusty hat, 
arrived at the carriage-door in a breathless condition, and had been 
fairly lugged into the vehicle by his cravat and embraced almost 
unto choking, before he recognised his daughter. "My dear child!" 
he then panted, incoherently. " Good gracious me ! What a lovely 
woman you are! I thought you had been unkind and forgotten 
your mother and sister." 

"I have just been to see them, Pa dear." 
"Oh! and howhow did you find your mother ?" asked R. W., 

dubiously. 
" Very disagreeable, Pa, and so was Lavvy." 
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" They are sometimes a little liable to it," observed the patient 
cherub ; " but I hope you made allowances, Bella, my dear ?" 

"No. I was disagreeable too, Fa; we were all of TIS disagreeable 
together. But I want you to come and dine with me somewhere, 
Pa." 

" Why, my dear, I have already partaken of aif one might 
mention such an article in this superb chariotof aSaveloy," re- 
plied R. Wilier, modestly dropping his voice on the word, as he eyed 
the canary-coloured fittings. 

"Oh! That's nothing, Pa!" 
"Truly, it ain't as much as one could sometimes wish it to be, my 

dear," he admitted, drawing his hand across his mouth. " Still when, 
circumstances over which you have no control, interpose obstacles 
between yourself and Small Germans, you can't do better than bring 
a contented mind to bear on "again dropping his voice in deference 
to the chariot" Saveloys !" 

" You poor good Pa! Pa, do, I beg and pray, get leave for the 
rest of the day, and come and pass it with me !" 

" Well, my dear, I'll cut back and ask for leave." 
"But before you cut back," said Bella, who had already taken him 

by the chin, pulled his hat off, and begun to stick up his hair in her 
old way, "do say that you are sure I am giddy and inconsiderate, 
but have never really slighted you, Pa." 

"My dear, I say it with all my heart. And might I likewise 
observe," her father delicately hinted, with a glance out at -window, 
" that perhaps it might be calculated to attract attention, having 
one's hair publicly done by a lovely woman in an elegant turn-out in 
Fenchurch Street?" 

Bella laughed and put on his hat again. But when his boyish 
figure bobbed away, its shabbiness and cheerful patience smote the 
tears out of her eyes. "I hate that Secretary for thinking it of me," 
she said to herself', " and yet it seems half true!" 

Back came her father, more like a boy than ever, in his release 
from school. " All right, my dear. Leave given at once. Really 
very handsomely done!" 

"Now where can we find some quiet place, Pa, in which I can 
wait for you while you go on an errand for me, if I send the carriage 
away ?" 

It demanded cogitation. " You see, my dear," he explained, " you 
really have become such a very lovely woman, that it ought to be a 
very quiet place." At length he suggested, "Near the garden up by 
the Trinity House on Tower Hill." So, they were driven there, and 
Bella dismissed the chariot ; sending a pencilled note by it to Mrs. 
Boffin, th0 she was with her father. 

"Now, Pa, attend to what I am going to say, and promise and vow 
to be obedient." 

"I promise and vow, my dear." 
"You ask no questions. You take this purse ; you go to the 

nearest place where they keep everything of the very very best, 
ready made ; you buy and put on, the most beautiful suit of clothes, 
the most beautiful hat, and the most beautiful pair of bright boots 
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(patent leather, Pa, mind!) that are to be got for money; and y-ou 
come back to me." 

" But, my dear Bella--" 
" Take care, Pa!" pointing her forefinger at him, merrily. "You 

have promised and vowed. It's perjury, you know." 
There was water in the foolish little fellow's eyes, but she kissed 

them dry (though her own were wet), and he bobbed away again. 
After half an hour, he came back, so brilliantly transformed, that 
Bella was obliged to walk round him in ecstatic admiration twenty 
times, before she could draw her arm through Ids, and delightedly 
squeeze it. 

" Now, Pa," said Bella, hugging him close, " take this lovely woman 
out to dinner." 

" Where shall we go, my dear ?" 
" Greenwich!" said Bella, valiantly. "And be sure you treat this 

lovely woman with everything of the best." 
While they were going along to take boat, " Don't you wish, my 

dear," said R. W., timidly, " that your mother was here?" 
"No, I don't, Pa, for I like to have you all to myself to-day. I was 

always your little favourite at home, and you were always mine We 
have run away together often, before now ; haven't we, Pa ?" 

"Ah, to be sure we have! Many a Sunday when your mother was was a little liable to it," repeating his former delicate expression 
after pausing to cough. 

"Yes, and am afraid I was seldom or never as good as I ought to 
have been, Pa. I made you carry me, over and over again, when you 
should have made me walk; and I often drove you in harness, when 
you would much rather have sat down and read your newspaper : 

didn't I?" 
" Sometimes, sometimes. But Lor, what a child you were! What 

a companion you were!" 
" Companion? That's just what I want to be to-day, Pa." 
"You are safe to succeed, my love. Your brothers and sisters 

have all in their turns been companions to me, to a certain extent, 
but only to a certain. extent. Your mother has, throughout life, been 
a companion that any man mightmight look up toandand 
commit the sayings of, to memoryand--form himself uponif he--" 

"If he liked the model?" suggested Bella. 
" We-ell, ye-es," he returned, thinking about it, not quite satis- 

fied with the phrase : "or perhaps I might say, if it was in him. 
Supposing, for instance, that a man -wanted to be always march- 
ing, he would find your mother an inestimable companion. But 
if he had any taste for walking, or should wish at any time to break 
into a trot, he might sometimes find it a little difficult to keep 
step with your mother. Or take it this way, Bella," he added, 
after a moment's reflection ; " Supposing that a man had to go 
through life, we won't say with a companion, but we'll say to a tune. 
Very good. Supposing that the tune allotted to him was the Dead 
March in Saul. Well. It would be a very suitable tune for parti- 
cular occasionsnone betterbut it -would be difficult to keep time 

VOL. L 
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with in the ordinary run of domestic transactions. For instance, if 
he took his supper after a hard day, to the Dead March in Saul, his 
food might be likely to sit heavy on him. Or, if he was at any 
time inclined to relieve his mind by singing a comic song or dancing 
a hornpipe, and was obliged to do it to the Dead March in Saul, he 
might find himself put out in the execution of his lively intentions." 

"Poor Pa!" thought Bella, as she hung upon his arm. 
"Now, what I will say for you, my dear," the cherub pursued 

mildly and without a notion of complaining, " is, that you are so 

adaptable. So adaptable." 
"Indeed I am afraid I have shown a wretched temper, Pa. I am 

afraid I have been very complaining, and very capricious. I seldom or 
never thought of it before. But when I sat in the carriage just now 
and saw you coining along, the pavement, I reproached myself." 

"Not at all, my dear. Don't speak of such a thing." 
A happy and a chatty man was Pa in his new clothes that day. 

Take it for all in all, it was perhaps the happiest day he had ever 
known in his life ; not even excepting that on which his heroic 
partner had approached the nuptial altar to the tune of the Dead 
March in Saul. 

The little expedition down the river was delightful, and the little 
room overlooking the river into which they were shown for dinner 
was delightful. Everything was delightful. The park was delight- 
ful, the punch was delightful, the dishes of fish were delightful, the 
wine was delightful. Bella was more delightful than any other item 
in the festival; drawing Pa out in the gayest manner; making a 
point of always mentioning herself as the lovely woman; stimu- 
lating Pa to order things, by declaring that the lovely woman in- 
sisted on being treated with them; and in short causing Pa to be 
quite enraptured with the consideration that he was the Pa of such 
a charming daughter. 

And then, as they sat looking at the ships and steamboats making 
their way to the sea with the tide that was running down, the lovely 
woman imagined all sorts of voyages for herself and Pa. Now, Pa, 
in the character of owner of 61., lumbering square-sailed collier, was 
tacking away to Newcastle, to fetch black diamonds to make his 
fortune with; now, Pa was going to China in that handsome three- 
masted ship, to bring home opium, with which he would for ever cut 
out Chicksey Veneering and Stobbles, and to bring home silks and 
shawls without end for the decoration of his charming daughter. 
Now, John Harmon's disastrous fate was all a dream, and he had 
como home and found the lovely woman just the article for him, and 
the lovely woman had found him just the article for her, and they 
were going away on a trip, in their gallant bark, to look after their 
vines, with streamers flying at all points, a band playing on deck, 
and Pa established in the great cabin. Now, John Harmon was 
consigned to his grave again, and a merchant of immense wealth 
(name unknown) had courted and married the lovely woman, and he 
was so enormously rich that everything you saw upon the river 
sailing or steaming belonged to him, and he kept a perfect fleet of 
yachts for pleasure, and that little impudent yacht which you saw over 
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there, with the great white sail, was called The Bella, in honor of his wife, and she held her state aboard when it pleased her, like a modern Cleopatra. Anon, there would embark in that troop-ship when she got to Gravesend, a mighty general, of large property (name also unknown), who wouldn't hear of going to victory without his wife, and whose wife was the lovely woman, and she was destined to become the idol of all the red coats and blue jackets alow and aloft. And then again : you saw that ship being towed out by a steam-tug ? Well ! where did you suppose she was going to? She was going among the coral reefs and cocoa-nuts and all that sort of thing, and she was chartered for a fortunate individual of the name of Pa (himself on board, and much respected by all hands), and she was going, for his sole profit and advantage, to fetch a cargo of' sweet- 
smelling woods, the most beautiful that ever were seen, and the most 
profitable that never were heard of, and her cargo would be a great 
fortune, as indeed it ought to be : the lovely woman who had pur- 
chased her and fitted her expressly for this voyage, being married to an Indian Prince, who was a Something-or-Other, and who -wore 
Cashmere shawls all over himself, and diamonds and emeralds blazing in his turban, and was beautifully coffee-coloured and excessively 
devoted, though a little too jealous. Thus Bella ran on merrily, in a 
manner perfectly enchanting to Pa, who was as willing to put his 
head into the Sultan's tub of water as the beggar-boys below the 
window were to put their heads in the mud. 

"I suppose, my dear," said Pa after dinner, "we may come to the 
conclusion at home, that we have lost you for good?" 

Bella shook her head. Didn't know. Couldn't say. All she was 
able to report was, that she was most handsomely supplied with 
everything she could possibly -want, and that whenever she hinted 
at leaving Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, they wouldn't hear of it. 

" And now, Pa," pursued Bella, "I'll make a confession to you. I 
am the most mercenary little wretch that ever lived in the world." "I should hardly have thought it of you, my dear," returned her 
father, first glancing at himself, and then at the dessert. 

"I understand what you mean, Pa, but it's not that. It's not that 
I care for money to keep as money, but I do care so much for -what 
it will buy!" 

"Really I think most of us do," returned R. W. 
"But not to the dreadful extent that I do, Pa. 0-o !" cried Bella, 

screwing the exclamation out of herself with a twist of her dimpled 
chin. "1 AM so mercenary, !" 

With a wistful glance R. W. said, in default of having anything better 
to say : " About when did you begin to feel it coming on, my dear ?" 

" That's it, Pa. That's the terrible part of it. When I was at 
home, and only knew what it was to be poor, I grumbled but didn't 
so much. mind. When I was at home expecting to be rich, I thought 
vaguely of all the great things I would do. But when I had been 
disappointed of my splendid fortune, and came to see it from day to 
day in other hands, and to have before my eyes what it could really 
do, then I became the mercenary little -wretch I am." 

your fancy, my dear." 
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"1 can assure you it's nothing of the sort, Pa!" said Bella, nodding 
at him, with her very pretty eyebrows raised as high as they would 
go, and looking comically frightened. " It's a fact. I am always 
avariciously scheming." 

"Lor ! But how?" 
"I'll tell you, Pa. I don't mind telling you, because we have 

always been favourites of each other's, and because you are not like a 
Pa, but more like a sort of a younger brother with a dear venerable 
chubbiness on him. And besides," added Bella, laughing as she 
pointed a rallying finger at his face, " because I have got you in my 
power. This is a secret expedition. If ever you tell of me, I'll tell 
of you. I'll tell Ma, that you dined at Greenwich." 

" Well ; seriously, my dear," observed R. W., with some trepidation 
of manner, " it might be as well not to mention it." 

" Aha!" laughed Bella. "I knew you wouldin.'t like it, sir ! So 

you keep my confidence, and I'll keep yours. But betray the lovely 

woman, and you shall find her a serpent. Now, you may give me a 
kiss, Pa, and I should like to give your hair a turn, because it has 

been dreadfully neglected in my absence." 
R. W. submitted his heed to the operator, and the operator went 

on talking ; at the same time putting separate locks of his hair 
through a curious process of being smartly rolled over her two 
revolving forefingers, which were then suddenly pulled out of it in 
opposite lateral directions. On each of these occasions the patient 
winced and winked. 

"I have made up my mind that I must have money, Pa. I feel 
that I can't beg it, borrow it, or steal it ; and so I have resolved 
that I must marry it." 

R. W. cast up his eyes to-wards her, as well as he could -under the 
operating circumstances, and said in a tone of remonstrance, "My 
de-ar Bella!" 

"Have resolved, I say, Pa, that to get money I must marry money. 
In consequence of which, I am always looking out for money to 

captivate." 
"My de-a-r Bella!" 
"Yes, Pa, that is the state of the case. If ever there was a 

mercenary plotter whose thoughts and designs were always in her 
mean occupation, I am the amiable creature. But I don't care. I 
hate and detest being poor, and I won't be poor if I can marry 
money. Now you are deliciously fluffy, Pa, and in a state to astonish 
the waiter and pay the bill." 

" But, my dear Bella, this is quite alarming at your age." 
"I told you so, Pa, but you wouldn't believe it," returned Bella, 

with a pleasant childish gravity. " Isn't it shocking?" 
"It would be quite so, if you fully knew what you said, my dear, 

or meant it." 
" Well, Pa, I can only tell you that I mean nothing else. Talk to 

me of love!" said Bella, contemptuously : though her face and figure 

certainly rendered the subject no incongruous one. " Talk to me 

of fiery (dragons ! But talk to me of poverty and wealth, and there 
indeed we touch upon realities." 
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"My De-ar, this is becoming Awful" her father was emphatically 
beginning : when she stopped him 

"Pa, tell me. Did you marry money ?" 
" You know I didn't, my dear." 
Bella hummed the Dead March in Saul, and said, after all it 

signified very little! But seeing him look grave and downcast, she 
took him round the neck and kissed him back to cheerfulness 

ao-bain. "I didn't mean that last touch, Pa; it was only said in joke. Now 
mind ! You are not to tell of me, and l'll not tell of you. And 
more than that ; I promise to have no secrets from you, Pa, and you 
may make certain that, whatever mercenary things go on, I shall 
always tell you all about them in strict confidence." 

Fain to be satisfied with this concession from the lovely woman, 
R. W. rang the bell, and paid the bill. "Now, all the rest of this, 
Pa," said Bella, rolling up the purse when they were alone again, 
hammering it small with her little fist on the table, and cramming it 
into one of the pockets of his new waistcoat, " is for you, to buy 
presents with for them at home, and to pay bills with, and to divide 
as you like, and spend exactly as you think proper. Last of all take 
notice, Pa, that it's not the fruit of any avaricious scheme. Perhaps 
if it was, your little mercenary wretch of a daughter wouldn't make 
so free with it!" 

After which, she tugged at his coat with both hands, and pulled 
him all askew in buttoning that garment over the precious waistcoat 
pocket, and then tied her dimples into her bonnet-strings in a very 
knowing way, and took him back to London. Arrived at Mr. I3offin's 
door, she set him with his back against it, tenderly took him by 
the ears as convenient handles for her purpose, and kissed him until 
he knocked muffled double knocks at the door with the back of his 
head. That done, she once more reminded him of their compact and 
gaily parted from him. 

-Not so gaily, however, but that tears filled her eyes as he went 
away down the dark street. Not so gaily, but that she several times 
said, "Ah, poor little Pa! Ah, poor dear struggling shabby little 
Pa!" before she took heart to knock at the door. Not so gaily, but 
that the brilliant furniture seemed to stare her out of countenance as 
if it insisted on being compared with the dingy furniture at home. Not 
so gaily, but that she fell into very low spirits sitting late in her own 
room, and very heartily wept, as she wished, now that the deceased 
old John Harmon had never made a will about her, now that the 
deceased young John Harmon had lived to marry her. " Contra- 
dictory things to wish," said Bella, " but my life and fortunes are so 
contradictory altogether that what can I expect myself to be!" 
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CHAPTER IX. 

IN WHICH THE ORPHAN MAKES HIS WILL. 

THE Secretary, working in the Dismal Swamp betimes next morning, 
was informed that a youth waited in the hall who gave the name of 
Sloppy. The footman who communicated this intelligence made a 
decent pause before uttering the name, to express that it was forced 
on his reluctance by the youth in question, and that if the youth had 
had the good sense and good taste to inherit some other name it 
would have spared the feelings of him the bearer. 

"Mrs. Boffin will be very well pleased," said the Secretary in a 
perfectly composed way. "Show him in." 

Mr. Sloppy being, introduced, remained close to the door : revealing 
in various parts of his form many surprising, confounding, and in- 
comprehensible buttons. 

"I am glad to see you," said John Rokesmith, in a cheerful tone of 
welcome. "T have been expecting you." 

Sloppy explained that he had meant to come before, but that the 
Orphan (of whom he made mention as Our Johnny) had been ailing, 
and he had waited to report him well. 

" Then he is well now ?" said the Secretary. 
"No he ain't," said Sloppy. 
Mr. Sloppy having shaken his head to a considerable extent, pro- 

ceeded to remark that he thought Johnny "must have took 'em from 
the Minders." Being asked what he meant, he answered, them that 
come out upon him and partickler his chest. Being requested to 
explain himself, ho stated that there was some of wot you couldn't 
kiver with a sixpence. Pressed to fall back upon a nominative case, 
he opined that they vos about as red as ever red could be. " But as 
long as they strikes oufards, sir," continued Sloppy, " they ain't so 
much. It's their striking in'ards that's to be kep off." 

John Rokesnaith hoped the child had had medical attendance ? Oh 
yes, said Sloppy, he had been took to the doctor's shop once. And 
what did the doctor call it ? Rokesmith asked him After some 
perplexed reflection, Sloppy answered, brightening, "He called it 
something as -wos wery long for spots." Rok-esmith suggested measles. 
"No," said Sloppy, with confidence, "ever so much longer than them, 

sir !" (Mr. Sloppy was elevated by this fact, and seemed to consider 
that it reflected credit on the poor little patient.) 

"Mrs. Boffin will be sorry to hear this," said Rokesmith. 
" Mrs. Higden said so, sir, when she kep it from her, hoping as 

Our Johnny would work round." 
" But I hope he -will?" said Rokesmith, with a quick turn upon 

the messenger. 
"I hope so," answered Sloppy. "It all depends on their striking 

in'ards.' He then went on to say that whether Johnny had "took 
'em" from the Minders, or -whether the Min.ders had "took 'em" from 
Johnny, the Minders had been sent home and had "got 'em." Further- 
more, that Mrs. Higden's days and nights being devoted to Our 
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Johnny, who was never out of her lap, the whole of the mangling 
arrangements had devolved upon himself, and he had had " rayther a 
tight time." The ungainly piece of honesty beamed and blushed as 
lie said it, quite enraptured with the remembrance of having been 
serviceable. 

"Last night," said Sloppy, " when I was a-turning at the wheel 
pretty late, the mangle seemed to go like Our Johnny's breathing. It 
begun beautiful, then as it went out it shook a little and got un- 
steady, then as it took the turn to come home it had a rattle-like 
and lumbered a bit, then it come smooth, and so it went on. till I 
scarce know'd which was mangle and which was Our Johnny. Nor 
Our Johnny, he scarce know'd either, for sometimes when the mangle 
lumbers he says, Me choking, Granny!' and Mrs. Higden holds 
him up in her lap and says to me 'Bide a bit, Sloppy,' and we all 
stops together. And when Our Johnny gets his breathing again, I 
turns again, and we all goe,s on together." 

Sloppy had gradually expandedwith his description into a stare 
and a vacant grin. He now contracted, being silent, into a half- 
repressed gush of tears, and, under pretence of being heated, drew 
the under part of his sleeve across his eyes with a singularly awk- 
ward, laborious, and roundabout smear. 

" This is -unfortunate," said Rokesmith. "I must go and break it 
to Mrs. Boffin. Stay you here, Sloppy." 

Sloppy stayed there, staring at the pattern of the paper on the 
-wall, until the Secretary and Mrs. Boffin came back together. And 
with Mrs. Boffin was a young lady (Miss Bella Wilfer by name) who 
was better worth staring at, it occurred to Sloppy, than the best of 
wall-papering. 

"Ah, my poor dear pretty little John Harmon!" exclaimed Mrs. 
Boffin. 

"Yes mum," said the sympathetic Sloppy. 
"You don't think he is in a very, very bad way, do you?" asked 

the pleasant creature with her wholesome cordiality. 
Put upon his good faith, and finding it in collision with his incli- 

nations, Sloppy threw back his head and uttered a mellifluous howl, 
rounded off with a sniff. 

"So bad as that !" cried Mrs. Boffin. "And Betty Higden not to 
tell me of it sooner !" 

"I think she might have been mistrustful, mum," answered Sloppy, 
hesitating. 

" Of what, for lieaven's sake?" 
"I think she might have been mistrustful, mum," returned Sloppy 

with submission, of standing in Our Johnny's light. There's so 
much trouble in illness, and so much expense, and she's seen such a 
lot of its being objected to." 

"But she never can have thought," said Mrs. Boffin, "that I would 
grudge the dear child anything9" 

"No mum, but she might have thought (as a habit-like) of its 
standing in Johnny's light, and might have tried to bring him 
through it unbeknownst." 

Sloppy knew his ground -well. To conceal herself in sickness, 
like a lower animal; to creep out of sight and coil herself away and 

" 
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die; had become this woman's instinct. To catch up in her arms the 
sick child who was dear to her, and hide it as if it were a criminal, 
and keep off all ministration but such as her own ignorant tenderness 
and patience could supply, had become this woman's idea of maternal 
love, fidelity, and duty. The shameful accounts we read, every week 
in the Christian year, my lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, 
the infamous records of small official inhuma,nity, do not pass by the 
people as they pass by us. And hence these irrational, blind, and 
obstinate prejudices, so astonishing to our magnificence, and having 
no more reason in themGod save the Queen and Con-found their 
politicsno, than smoke has in coming from re! 

"It's not a right place for the poor child to stay in," said Mrs. 
Boffin. "Tell us, dear Mr. Rokesmith, what to do for the best." 

He had already thought what to do, and the consultation was very 
short. He could pave the way, he said, in half an hour, and then 
they would go down to Brentford. " Pray take me," said Bella. 
Therefore a carriage was ordered, of capacity to take them all, and in 
the meantime Sloppy was regaled, feasting alone in the Secretary's 
room, with a complete realization of that fairy visionmeat, beer, 
vegetables, and pudding. In consequence of which his buttons 
became more importunate of public notice than before, with the 
exception of two or three about the region of the waistband, which 
modestly withdrew into a creasy retirement 

Punctual to the time, appeared the carriage and the Secretary. He 
sat on the box, and Mr. Sloppy graced the rumble. So, to the Three 
Magpies as before : where Mrs. Boffin and Miss Bella were handed 
out, and whence they all went on foot to Mrs. Betty Higden's. 

But, on the,way down, they had stopped at a toy-shop, and had 
bought that noble charger, a description of whose points and trappings 
had on the last occasion conciliated the then worldly-minded orphan, 
and also a Noah's ark, and also a yellow bird with an artificial Noice 
in him, and also a military doll so well dressed that if he had only 
been of life-size his brother-officers in the Guards might never have 
found him out. Bearing these gifts, they raised the latch of Betty 
Higden's door, and saw her sitting in the dimmest and furthest 
corner with poor Johnny in her lap. 

" And how's my boy, Betty?" asked Mrs. Boffin, sitting down 
beside her. 

"He's bad! He's bad !" said Betty. "I begin to be afeerd he'll 
not be yours any more than mine. All others belonging to him have 
gone to the Power and the Glory, and I have a mind that they're 
drawing him to themleading him away." 

"No, no, no," said Mrs. Boffin. 
"I don't know why else he clenches his little hand as if it had hold 

of a finger that I can't see. Look at it," said Betty, opening the 
wrappers in which the flushed child lay, and showing his small right 
hand lying closed upon his breast. " It's always so. It don't mind me." 

" Is he asleep ?" 
"No, I think not. You're not asleep, my Johnny ?" 

"No," said Johnny, with a quiet air of pity for himself, and with- 
out opening his eyes. 

"Here's the lady, Johnny. And the horse." 
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Johnny could bear the lady, with complete indifference, but not 
the horse. Opening his heavy eyes, he slowly broke into a smile on 
beholding that splendid phenomenon, and wanted to take it in his 
arms. As it was much too big, it was put upon a chair -where he 
could hold it by the inane and contemplate it. Which he soon forgot 
to do. 

But, Johnny murmuring something with his eyes closed, and Mrs. 
Boffin not knowing -what, old Betty bent her ear to listen and took 
pains to understand. Being asked by her to repeat what he had 
said, he did so two or three times, and then it came out that he must 
have seen more than they supposed when he looked up to see the 
horse, for the murmur was, " Who is the boofer lady ?" Now, the 
-hoofer, or beautiful, lady was Bella; and whereas this notice from 
the poor baby would have touched her of itself, it was rendered 
more pathetic by the late melting of her heart to her poor 
little father, and their joke about the lovely woman. So, Bella's 
behaviour was very tender and very natural when she kneeled on the 
brick floor to clasp the child, and when the child, with a child's 
admiration of what is young and pretty, fondled the hoofer lady. 

"Now, my good dear Betty," said Mrs. Boffin, hoping that she saw 
her opportunity, and laying her hand persuasively on her arm; " we 
have come to remove Johnny from this cottage to where he can be 
taken better care of." 

Instantly, and before another word could be spoken, the old woman 
started up with blazing eyes, and rushed at the door with the sick 
child. 

"Stand away from me every one of ye!" she cried out wildly. "I 
see what ye mean now. Let me go my way, all of ye. I'd sooner 
kill the Pretty, and kill myself!" 

"Stay, stay!" said Rokesmith, soothing her. " You don't under- 
stand." 

"I understand too well. I know too much about it, sir. I've run 
from it too many a year. No! Never for me, nor for the child, while 
there's water enough in England to cover us!" 

The terror, the shame, the passion of horror and repugnance, firing 
the worn face and perfectly maddening it, would have been a quite 
terrible sight, if embodied in one old fellow-creature alone. Yet it 
" crops up "as our slang goesmy lords and gentlemen and hono- 
rable boards, in other fellow-creatures, rather frequently ! 

" It's been chasing me all my life, but it shall never take me nor 
mine alive !" cried old Betty. "I've done with ye. l'd have 
fastened door and window and starved out, afore I'd ever have let 
ye in, if I had known what ye came for !" 

But, catching sight of Mrs. Boffin's wholesome face, she relented, 
and crouching down by the door and bending over her burden to 
hush it, said humbly : " Maybe my fears has put me wrong. If they 
have so, tell me, and the good Lord forgive me! I'm quick to take 
this fright, I know, and my head is surnm'at light with wearying 
and watching." 

" There, there, there!" returned Mrs. Boffin. "Come, come! Say 
no more of it, Betty. It was a mistake, a mistake. Any one of us 
might have made it in your place, and felt just as you do." 

4 
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" The Lord bless ye!" said the old woman, stretching out her 
hand. 

"Now, see, Betty," pursued the sweet compassionate soul, holding 
the hand kindly, " what I really did mean, and what I should have 
begun by saying out, if I had only been a little wiser and handier. 
We want to move Johnny to a place where there are none but 
children ; a place set up on purpose for sick children ; where the 
good doctors and nurses pass their lives with children, talk to none 
but children, touch none but children, comfort and cure none but 
children." 

"Is there really such a place?" asked the old woman, with a gaze 
of wonder. 

"Yes, Betty, on my -word, and you shall see it. If my home was 
a better place for the dear boy, I'd take him to it; but indeed indeed 
it's not." 

"You shall take him," returned Betty, fervently kissing the com- 
forting hand, " -where you will, my deary. I am not so hard, but that 
I believe your face and voice, and I will, as long as I can see and 
hear." 

This victory gained, Rokesmith made haste to profit by it, for he 
saw how woftilly time had been lost. He despatched Sloppy to bring 
the carriage to the door ; caused the child to be carefully wrapped 
up ; bade old Betty get her bonnet on; collected the toys, enabling 
the little fellow to comprehend that his treasures were to be trans- 
ported with him ; and had all things prepared so easily that they 
were ready for the carriage as soon as it appeared, and in a minilte 
afterwards were on their way. Sloppy, they left behind, relieving 
his overcharged breast with a paroxysm of mangling. 

At the Children's Hospital, the gallant steed, the Noah's ark, the 
yellow bird, and the officer in the Guards, were made as welcome as 
their child-owner. But the doctor said aside to Rokesnaith, " This 
should have been days ago. Too late!" 

However, they were all carried up into a fresh airy room, and 
there Johnny came to himself, out of a sleep or a swoon or whatever 
it was, to find himself lying in a little quiet bed, with a little platform 
over his breast, on which were already arranged, to give him heart 
and urge him to cheer up, the Noah's ark, the noble steed, and the 
yellow bird; with the officer in the Guards doing duty over the 
whole, quite as much to the satisfaction of his country as if he had 
been upon. Parade. And at the bed's head was a colored picture 
beautiful to see, representing as it were another Johnny seated on 
the knee of some Angel surely who loved little children. And, mar- 
vellous fact, to lie, and stare at : Johnny had become one of a little 
family, all in little quiet beds (except two playing dominoes in little 
arm-chairs at a little table on the hearth): and on all the little beds 
were little platforms whereon_ were to be seen dolls' houses, woolly 
dogs with mechanical barks in them not very dissimilar from the 
artificial voice pervading the bowels of the yellow bird, tin armies, 
Moorish. tumblers, -wooden tea things, and the riches of the earth. 

As Johnny murmured something in his placid admiration, the 
ministering women at his bed's liead asked him what he said. It 
seemed that he wanted to know whether all these were brothers and 
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sisters of his ? So they told him yes. It seemed then, that he wanted 
to know whether God had brought them all together there? So 

they told him yes again. They made out then, that he wanted to know 
-whether they would all get out of pain? So they answered yes to 
that question likewise, and made him understand that the reply 
included himself. 

Johnny's powers of sustaining conversation were as yet so very 
imperfectly developed, even in a state of health, that in sickness they 
were little more than monosyllabic. But, he had to be -washed and 
tended, and remedies were applied, and though those offices were far, 
far more skilfully and lightly done than ever anything had been done 
for him in his little life, so rough and short, they would have 
hurt and tired him but for an amazing circumstance which laid 
hold of his attention. This was no less than the appearance on his 
own little platform in pairs, of All Creation, on its way into his own 
particular ark : the elephant leading, and the fly, with a diffident 
sense of his size, politely bringing up the rear. A very little brother 
lying in the next bed with a broken. leg, was so enchanted by this 
spectacle that his delight exalted its enthralling interest; and so 
came rest and sleep. 

"I see you are not afraid to leave the dear child here, Betty," whis- 
pered Mrs. Boffin. 

"No, ma'am. Most willingly, most thankfully, with all my 
heart and soul." 

So, they kissed him, and left him there, and. old Betty was to come 
back early in the morning, and nobody but Rokesmith knew for 
certain how that the doctor had said, " This should have been days 
ago. Too late!" 

But, Rokesmith knowing it, and knowing that his bearing it in 
mind would be acceptable thereafter to that good woman who had 
been the only light in the childhood of desolate John Harmon dead 
and gone, resolved that late at night he would go back to the bedside 
of John Harmon's namesake, and see how it fared. with him 

The family whom God had brought together were not all asleep, 
but were all quiet. From bed to bed, a light womanly tread and a 
pleasant fresh face passed in the silence of the night. A little head 
would lift itself up into the softened light here and there, to be kissed 
as the face went byfor these little patients are very lo-vingand 
would then submit itself to be composed to rest again. The mite 
with the broken leg was restless, and moaned ; but after a while 
turned his face towards Johnny's bed, to fortify himself with a view 
of the ark, and fell asleep. Over most of the beds, the toys were yet 
grouped as the children had left them when they last laid them- 
selves down, and, in their innocent grotesqueness and incongruity, 
they might have stood for the children's dreams. 

The doctor came in too, to see how it fared with Johnny. And he 
and Rokesmith stood together, looking down with compassion on him. 

" What is it, Johnny ?" liokesmith was the, questioner, and put an 
arm round the poor baby as he made a struggle. 

"Him!" said the little fellow. " Those!" 
The doctor was quick- to understand children, and, taking the 

horse, the ark, the yellow bird, and the man in the Guards7from 
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Johnny's bed, softly placed them on that of his next neighbour, the 
mite with the broken leg. 

With a weary and yet a pleased smile, and with an action as if he 
stretched his little figure out to rest, the child heaved his body on 
the sustaining arm, and seeking Rokesmith's face with his lips, said : 

"A kiss for the hoofer lady." 
Having now bequeathed all he had to dispose of, and arranged his 

affairs in this world, Johnny, thus speaking, left it. 

CHAPTER X. 

A SUCCESSOR. 

SOME of the Reverend Frank Milvey's brethren had found them- 
selves exceedingly uncomfortable in their minds, because they were 
required to bury the dead too hopefully. But, the Reverend Frank, 
inclining to the belief that they were required to do one or two other 
things (say out of nine-and-thirty) calculated to trouble their con- 
sciences rather more if they would think as much about then', held 
his peace. 

Indeed, the Reverend Frank Milvey was a forbearing man, who 
noticed many sad warps and blights in the vineyard wherein he 
worked, and did not profess that they made him savagely wise. He 
only learned that the more he himself knew, in his little limited 
human way, the better he could distantly imagine what Omniscience 
might know. 

Wherefore, if the Reverend Frank had had to read the words that 
troubled some of his brethren, and profitably touched innumerable 
hearts, in a worse case than Johnny's, he would have done so out of 
the pity and humility of his soul. Reading them over Johnny, he 
thought of his own six children, but not of his poverty, and read 
them with dimmed eyes. And very seriously did he and his bright 
little -wife, who had been listening, look down into the small grave 
and -walk heme arm-in-arm. 

There was grief in the aristocratic house, and there was joy in the 
Bower. Mr. Wegg argued, if an orphan were wanted, was he not an 
orphan himself, and could a better be desired ? And why go beating 
about Brentford bushes, seeking orphans forsooth who had esta- 
blished no claims upon you and made no sacrifices for you, when 
here was an orphan ready to your hand who had given up in your 
cause, Miss Elizabeth, Master George, Aunt Jane, and Uncle Parker ? 

Mr. Wegg chuckled, consequently, when he heard the tidings. 
Nay, it was afterwards affirmed by a witness who shall at present be 
nameless, that in the seclusion of the Bower he poked out his wooden 
leg, in the stage-ballet manner, and executed a taunting or triumphant 
Pirouette on the genuine leg remaining to him 

John Rokesmith's manner towards Mrs. Boffin at this time, was more 
the manner of a young man towards a mother, than that of a Secretary 
towards his employer's wife. It had always been marked by a subdued 
affectionate deference that seemed to have sprung up on the very day 
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of his engagement ; whatever was odd in her dress or her ways had 
seemed to have no oddity for him; he had sometimes borne a quietly- 
amused face in her company, but still it had seemed as if the 
pleasure her genial temper an:d radiant nature yielded him, could 
have been quite as naturally expressed in a tear as in a smile. The 
completeness of his sympathy with her fancy for having a little John. 
Harmon to protect and rear, he had shown in every act and word, 
and now that the kind fancy was disappointed, he treated it with a 
manly tenderness and respect for which she could hardly thank him 
enough. 

"But I do thank you, Mr. Rokesmith," said Mrs. Boffin, " and I 
thank you most kindly. You love children." 

"I hope everybody does." 
" They ought," said Mrs. Boffin; "but we don.'t all of us do what 

we ought ; do us?" 
John Eokesmith replied, " Some among us supply the shortcomings 

of the rest. You have loved children. well, Mr. Boffin has told me." 
" Not a bit better than he has, but that's his way; lie puts all the 

good upon me. You speak rather sadly, Mr. Rokesmith." 
"Do I ?" 
"It sounds to me so. Were you one of many children?" 
He shook his head. 
" An only child?" 
"No, there was another. Dead long ago." 
"Father or mother alive?" 
" Dead." 
"And the rest of your relations ?" 
"Deadif I ever had any living. I never heard of any." 
At this point of the dialogue Bella came in with a light step. She 

paused at the door a moment, hesitating whether to remain or retire; 
perplexed by finding that she was not observed. 

"Now, don't mind an old lady's talk," said Mrs. Boffin, "but tell 
Inc. Are you quite sure, Mr. Rokesmith, that you have never had a 
disappointment in love ?" 

"Quite sure. Why do you ask me?" 
" Why, for this reason. Sometimes you have a kind of kept-down 

manner with you, which is not like your age. You can't be thirty?" 
"I am not yet thirty." 
Deeming it high -time to make her presence known, Bella coughed 

here to attract attention, begged pardon, and said she -would go, 
fearing that she interrupted some matter of business. 

"No, don't go," rejoined Mrs. Boffin, "because we are coming to 
business, instead of having begun it, and you belong to it as much 
now, my dear Bella, as I do. But I want my Noddy to consult with 
us. -Would somebody be so good as find my Noddy for me?" 

Rokesmith departed on that errand., and presently returned, accom 
panied by Mr. Boffin at his jog-trot. Bella felt a little vague trepi- 
dation as to the subject-matter of this same consultation, until Mrs. 
Boffin announced it. 

" _Now, you come and sit by me, my dear," said that -worthy soul, 
taking her comfortable place on a large ottoman in the centre of the 
room, and drawing her arm through. Bella's; " and Noddy, you sit 
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here, and Mr. Rokesmith you sit there. Now, you see, what I want 
to talk about, is this. Mr. and Mrs. Milvey have sent me the kindest 
note possible (which Mr. Rokesmith just now read to me out loud, 
for I ain't good at handwritings), offering to find me another little 
child to name and educate and bring up. Well. This has set me 
thinking." 

(" And she is a steam-ingein at it," murmured Mr. Boffin, in an ad- 
miring parenthesis, " when she once begins. It mayn't be so easy 
to start her ; but once started, she's a ingein.") 

"This has set me thinking, I say," repeated Mrs Boffin, cordially 
beaming under the influence of her husband's compliment, " and I 
have taught two things. First of all, that I have grown timid of 
reviving John Harmon's name. It's an unfortunate name, and I 
fancy I should reproach myself if I gave it to another dear child, 
and it proved again unlucky." 

"Now, whether," said Mr. Boffin, gravely propounding a case for 
his Secretaiy's opinion ; " whether one might call that a superstition?" 

"It is a matter of feeling with Mrs. Boffin," said Rokesmith, gently. 
" The name has always been unfortunate. It has now this new un- 
fortunate association connected with it. The name has died out. 
Why revive it ? Might I ask Miss Willer what she thinks ?" 

" It has not been a fortunate name for me," said Bella, colouring- 
" or at least it was not, until it led to my being herebut that is not 
the point in my thoughts. As we had given the name to the poor child, 
and as the poor child took so lovingly to me, I think I should feel 
jealous of calling another child by it. I think I should feel as if the 
name had become endeared to me, and I had no right to use it so." 

".And that's your opinion ?" remarked Mr. Boffin, observant of the 
Secretary's face and again addressing him. 

"I say again, it is a matter of feeling," returned the Secretary. 
"I think Miss Wilfer's feeling very womanly and pretty." 

"Now, give us your opinion, Noddy," said Mrs. Boffin. 
"My opinion, old lady," returned the Golden Dustman, " is your 

opinion." 
" Then," said Mrs. Boffin, " we agree not to revive John Harmon's 

name, but to let it rest in the grave. It is, as Mr. Rokesmith says, 
a matter of feeling, but tor how many matters are matters of feeling ! 

Well ; and so I come to the second thing I have thought of. You 
must know, Bella, my dear, and Mr. Rokesmith, that when I first 
named to my husband my thoughts of adopting a little orphan boy 
in remembrance of John Harmon, I further named to my husband 
that it was comforting to think that how the poor boy would be 
benefited by John's own money, and protected from John's own for- 
lornness " 

" Hear, hear !" cried Mr. Boffin. "So she did. Ancoar !" 
"No, not Ancoar, Noddy, my dear," returned Mrs. Boffin, " because 

I am going to say something else. I meant that, I am sure, as much as 
I still mean it. But this little death has made me ask myself the 
question, seriously, whether I wasn't too bent upon pleasing myself. 
Else why did I seek out so much for a pretty child, and a child quite 
to my liking ? Wanting to do good, why not do it for its own sake, 
and put any tastes and likings by ?" 
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"Perhaps," said Bolla; and perhaps she said it with some little 
sensitiveness arising out of those old curious relations of hers towards 
the murdered man; " perhaps, in reviving the name, you would not 
have liked to give it to a less interesting child than the original. He 
interested you very much." 

" Well, my dear,' returned Mrs. Boffin, giving her a squeeze, " it's 
kind of you to find that reason out, and I hope it may have been so, 
and indeed to a certain extent I believe it was so, but 1.am afraid 
not to the whole extent. However, that don't come in question now 
because we have done with the name " 

" Laid it up as a remembrance," suggested Bella, musingly. 
"Much better said, my dear ; laid it up as a remembrance. Well 

then; I have been thinking if I take any orphan to provide for, let it 
not be a pet and a plaything for me, but a creature to be helped for 
its own sake." 

"Not pretty then.?" said Bella. 
"No," returned Mrs. Boffin, stoutly. 
"Nor prepossessing then?" said Bella. 
"No," returned Mrs. Boffin. "Not necessarily so. That's as it may 

happen. A well-disposed boy comes in my way who may be even a 
little wanting in such advantages for getting on in life, but is honest 
and industrious and requires a helping hand and deserves it. If I 
am very much in earnest and quite deternained to be unselfish, let me 
take care of him." 

Here the footman whose feelings had been hurt on the former 
occasion, appeared, and crossing to Rokesmith apologetically announced 
the objectionable Sloppy. 

The four members of Council looked at one another, and paused. 
" Shall he be brought here, ma'am?" asked Rokesmith 

"Yes," said Mrs. Boffin. -Whereupon the footman disappeared, 
reappeared presenting Sloppy, and retired much disgusted. 

The consideration of Mrs. Boffin had clothed Mr. Sloppy in a suit 
of black, on which the tailor had received personal directions from 
Rokesmith to expend the utmost cunning of his art, with a view to 
the concealment of the cohering and sustaining buttons. But, so 
much more powerful were the frailties of Sloppy's form than the 
strongest resources of tailoring science, that he now stood before the 
Council, a perfect Argus in the way of buttons shining and winking 
and gleaming and twinkling out of a hundred of those eyes of bright 
metal, at the dazzled spectators. The artistic taste of some unknown 
hatter had furnished hint with a hatband of wholesale capacity -which 
was fluted behind, from the crown of his hat to the brim, and termi- 
nated in a black bunch, from -which the imagination shrunk discom- 
fited and the reason revolted. Some special powers with which his 
legs were endowed, had already hitched up his glossy trousers at tho 
ankles, and bagged them at the lames; while similar gifts in his arma 
had raised his coat-sleeves from his -wrists and accumulated them at 
his elbows. Thus set forth, with the additional embellishments of a 
very little tail to his coat, and a yawning gulf at his waistband, 
Sloppy stood confessed. 

" And how is Betty, my good fellow?" Mrs. Boffin asked him 
" Thankee, mum," said Sloppy, " she do pretty nicely, and sending 
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her dooty and many thanks for the tea and all faviours and -wishing^ 

to know the fanaily's healths." 
" Have you just come, Sloppy?" 
"Yes, mum." 
" Then you have not had your dinner yet ?" 

"No, mum. But I mean to it. For I ain't forgotten your handsome 
orders that I was never to go away without Caving had a good 'un 
off of meat and beer and pu%dingno : there was four of 'em, for I 
reckoned 'em up when I had 'em ; meat one, beer two, vegetables 
three, and -which was four ?Why, pudding, he was four!" Here 
Sloppy threw his head back., opened his mouth wide, and laughed 
rapturously. 

"How are the two poor little Minders?" asked Mrs. Boffin. 
" Striking right out, mum, and coming round beautiful." 
Mrs. Boffin looked on the other three members of Council, and 

then said, beckoning with her finger : 

" Sloppy." 
"Yes, mum." 
"Come forward, Sloppy. Should you like to dine here every 

day?" 
"Off of all four on 'em, mum? 0 mum!" Sloppy's feelings obliged 

him to squeeze his hat, and contract one leg at the knee. 
"Yes. And should you like to be always taken care of here, if 

you were ind-ustrious and deserving ?" 
"Oh, mum !But there's Mrs. Higden," said Sloppy, checking 

himself in his raptures, drawing back, and shaking his head with 
very serious meaning. There's Mrs. Higden. Mrs. Higden goes 
before all. None can ever be better friends to me than Mrs. Higden's 
been. And she must be turned for, must Mrs. Higden. Where would 
Mrs. Higden be if she warn't turned for !" At the mere thought 
of Mrs. Higden in this inconceivable affliction, Mr. Sloppy's counte- 
nance became pale, and manifested the most distressful emotions. 

" You are as right as right can be, Sloppy," said Mrs. Boffin " and 
far be it from me to tell you otherwise. It shall be seen to. If 
Betty Higden can be turned for all the same, you shall come here 
and be taken care of for life, and be made able to keep her in other 
ways than the turning " 

" Even. as to that, mum," answered the ecstatic Sloppy; " the turn- 
ing might be done in the night, don't you see? i could be herein the 
day, and turn in the night. I don't want no sleep, / don't. Or even 
if I any ways should want a wink or two," added. Sloppy, after a 
moment's apologetic reflection, "I could take 'em turning. I've took 
'em turning many a time, and enjoyed 'em wonderful!" 

On the grateful impulse of the moment, Mr. Sloppy kissed. Mrs. 
Boffin's hand, and then detaching himself from that <rood creature 
that he might have room enough for iris feelings, thbrew back his 
head, opened his mouth wide, and -uttered a dismal howl. It was 
creditable to his tenderness of heart, but suggested that he might 
on occasion give some offence to the neighbours : the rather, as the 
footman looked in, and begged pardon, finding he was not wanted, 
but excused himself, on the ground "that he thOught it was Cats." 
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IMPORTANT FAMILY MEDICINE. 

CAMOMILE PILLS, 
THE 

MOST CERTAIN PRESERVER OF HEALTH, 
A MILD, YET SPEEDY, SAFE, AND 

EFFECTUAL AID IN CASES OF INDICESTION, 
AND ALL STOMACH COMPLAINTS, 

AND, AS A NATURAL CONSEQUENCE, 

PURIFIER OF THE BLOOD, AND A SWEETENER OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM_ 

INDIGESTION is a weakness or want of power 
of the digestive juices in the stomach to con- 
vert what we eat and drink- into healthy 
matter, for the proper nourishment of the 
whole system. It is caused by everything 
which weakens the system in general, or the 
stamach in particular. From it proceed 
nearly all the diseases to which we are 
able ; for it is very certain, that if we could 

always keep the stomach right we should 
only die by old age or accident. Indigestion 
produces a great variety of unpleasant sensa- 
tims : amongst the most prominent of its 
miserable effects are a want of, or an inordi- 
nate appetite, sometimes attended with a 
constant craving for drink, a distension or 
feeling of enlargement of the stomach, data- 
lency, heartburn, pains in the stomach, acidity, 

npleasant taste in the mouth, perhaps sick- 
ness, rumbling noise in the bowels : in some 
cases of depraved digestion there is nearly a 

nnplete disrelish for food, but still the 
ppetite is not greatly impaired, as at the 

stated period of meals persons so afflicted can 
at heartily, although without much gratifi- 
ation ; a long train of nervous symptoms are 

also frequent attendants, general debility, 
great languidness, and incapacity for exer- 
ion. The minds of persons so afflicted fre- 
prcntly become irritable and desponding, 
ad great anxiety is observable in the coun- 
enance ; they appear thoughtful, inelan- 
Aaoly, and dejected, under great appre- 
aension of some imaginary danger, will start 
at any unexpected noise or occurrence, and 
become so agitated that they require some 

time to calm and collect themselves : yet for 
all this the mind is exhilarated without much 
difficulty ; pleasing events, society, will for 
a time dissipate all appearance of disease ; 
but the excitement produced by an agreeable 
change vanishes soon after the cause has 
gone by. Other symptoms are, violent pal- 
pitations, restlessness, the sleep disturbed by 
frightful dreams and startings, and affording 
little or no refreshment ; occasionally there 
is much moaning, with a sense of weight and 
oppression upon the chest, nightmare, &c. 

It is almost impossible to enumerate all 
the symptoms of this first invader upon the 
constitution, as in a hundred cases of Indi- 
gestion there will probably be something 
peculiar to each ; but, be they what they 
may, they are all occasioned by the food 
becoming a burden rather than a support to 
the stomach ; and in all its stages the medi- 
cine most wanted is that which will afford 
speedy and effectual assistance to the di- 
gestive organs, and give energy to the ner- 
vous and muscular systems,nothing can 
more speedily or with more certainty effect 
so desirable an object than Norton's _Extract 
of Camomile Flowers. The herb has from 
time immemorial been highly esteemed in 
England as a grateful anodyne, imparting an 
aromatic bitter to the taste, and a pleasing 
degree of warmth and strength to the sto- 
mach; and in all cases of indigestion, gout 
in the 'stomach, windy colic, and general 
weakness, it has for ages been strongly re- 
commended by the most eminent practi- 
tioners as very useful and beneficial. The 
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2 OBSERVATIONS ON INDIGESTION. 

great, indeed only, objection to its use has 
been the large quantity of water which it 
takes to dissolve a small part of the flowers, 
and which must be taken with it into the 
stomach. It requires a quarter of a pint of 
boiling water to dissolve the soluble portion 
of one drachm of Camomile Flowers; and, 
when one or even two ounces may be taken 
with advantage, it must at once be seen 
how impossible it is to take a proper dose of 
this wholesome herb in the form of tea ; and 
the only reason why it has not long since 
been placed the very first in rank of all 
restorative medicines is, that in taking it the 
stomach has always been loaded with water, 
which tends in a great measure to counter- 
act, and very frequently wholly to destroy 
the effect. It must be evident that loading 
a weak stomach with a large quantity of 
water, merely for the purpose of conveying 
into it a small quantity of medicine must be 
injurious; and that the medicine must pos- 
sess powerful renovating properties only to 
counteract the bad effects likely to be pro- 
duced by the water. Generally speaking, 
this has been the case with Camomile Flowers, 
a herb possessing the highest restorative 
qualities, and when properly taken, decidedly 
the most speedy restorer, and the most cer- 
tain preserver of health. 

NORTON'S CAMOMILE PILLS are 
prepared by a peculiar process, accidentally 
discovered, and knownonly to the proprietor, 
and which he firmly believes to be one of 
the most valuable modern discoveries in 
medicine, by which all the essential and ex- 
tractive matter of more than an ounce of the 
flowers is concentrated in four moderate- 
sized pills. Experience has afforded the most 
ample proof that they possess all the fine 
aromatic and stomachic properties for which 
the herb has been esteemed ; and, as they 
are taken into the stomach unencumbered by 
any diluting or indigestible substance, in the 
same degree has their benefit been more im- 
mediate and decided. Mild in their opera- 
tion and pleasant in their effect, they may be 
taken at any age, and under any circum- 
stance, without danger or inconvenience. A 
person exposed to cold and wet a whole day 
or night could not possibly receive any in- 
jury from taking them, but, on the contrary, 
they would effectually prevent a cold being 
taken. After a long acquaintance with and 
strict observance of the medicinal properties 
of _Norton' s Camomile Pills, it is only doing 

them justice to say, that they are really 
the 'Li most valuable of all Tonic MEDICINES. By 

the word tonic is meant a medicine which 
gives strength to the stomach sufficient to 
digest in proper quantities all wholesome uniwal 

nerve and muscle of the human body, or, in !Of; 

food, which increases the power of every 

other words, invigorates the nervous and ,¡,fhesi 

muscular systems. The solidity or firmness 1j01ubat 

of the whole tissue of the body which so k pro 

quickly follows the use of Norton' s Camomile ideal 
Pills, their certain and speedy effects in re- mas 

pairing the partial dilapidations from time or s to 

intemperance, and their lasting salutary 
in-s m 

fluence on the whole frame, is most con- 
vincing, that in the smallest compass is 

con-' 
a 

tained the largest quantity of the tonic prin- 'l°pert 

ciple, of so peculiar a nature as to pervade 
5 

toot 

the whole system, through which it diffuses 
health and strength sufficient to resist the 41 

formation of disease, and also to fortify the 
e a constitution against contagion ; as such, their iiddrr;nt 

general use is strongly recommended as 
preventative during the prevalence of malig- 
nant fever or other infectious diseases, and 

persons attending sick rooms they are in- 
valuable, as in no one instance have they ever ,7' 

failed in preventing the taking of illness 1;:c"iihbi 

even under the most trying circumstances: wA, 

x- Ilotaplaints or indigestion, it will probably be e 

cularly recommended for all stomach corn- ,`me 

As Norton' s Camomile Pills are pgaivrte: 

1112.1 

peeted that some advice should be 
respecting diet, though after all that has been 
written upon the subject, after the publication 
of volume upon volume, after the country 
has, as it were, been inundated with prac- 7ar,"e 

tical essays on diet, as a means of prolonging ',u,nPlea 

life, it would be unnecessary to say more, 't'at 

did we not feel it our duty to make the r 'Irish: 

humble endeavour of inducing the public to `',en of 

regard them not, but to adopt that course 
which is dictated by nature, by reason, and Mr so 

by common sense. Those persons who study 'ever so 

the wholesoines, and are governed by the '00000 t 

opinion of writers on diet, are uniformly ealth 

both unhealthy in body and weak in mind. ,lanimr 

There can be no doubt that the palate is de- 0 team 

signed to inform us what is proper for the over] 

stomach, and of course that must best in- 'llate ai( 

struct us what food to take and what to 
avoid : we want no other adviser. Nothing 
can be more clear than that those articles 
which are agreeable to the taste were by 

nature intended for our food and sustenance, 
whether liquid or solid, foreign or of native 4e 
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1(44 production : if they are pure and unadul- 
Iii, terated, no harm need be dreaded by their 
0.440, 

146q1; use; they will only injure by abuse. Con- 
sequently, whatever the palate approves, eat 
and drink always in moderation, but never 
in excess ; keeping in mind that the first 

IAN, process of digestion is performed in the 
mouth, the second in the stomach ; and that, 

oh* in order that the stomach may be able to do 

is 004, its work properly, it is requisite the first 
(ki process should be well performed ; this con- 
,ftt4 sists in masticating or chewing the solid 
ipitt, food, so as to break down and separate the 
is 4' fibres and small substances of meat and ve- - 

getable, mixing them well, and blending the 
U1P 

th*whole 
together before they are swallowed ; 

nd it is particularly urged upon all to take 
b,upbt°,.,,¡17,` plenty of time to their meals and never eat 

in haste. If you conform to this short and 
simple, but comprehensive advice, and find 

6stll'oyill that there are various things which others 
eat and drink with pleasure and without in- 

)1/1111 convenience, and which would be pleasant 
to yourself only that they disagree, you may 
at once conclude that the fault is in the 

IS ISS 

th l'aìna, that it does not possess the power 
hieh it ought to do, that it wants assist- 
es, and the sooner that assistance is af- 

,°,74" orded the better. A very short trial of this 
le medicine will best prove how soon it will 

put the stomach in a condition to perform 
Pr*! with ease all the work which nature intend- 
id bp01 for it. By its use you will soon be able 
allth-L6h to enjoy, in moderation, whatever is agree- 

able to the taste, and unable to name one in- 
te 11"' dividual article of food which disagrees with 
edP r sits unpleasantly on the stomach. Never 
nofFk orget that a small meal well digested affords 
7 n more nourishment to the system than a large 

t0 0e12 one, even of the same food, when digested 
imperfectly. Let the dish be ever so deli- 

opt -pious, ever so enticing a variety offered, the 
brn$0, bottle ever so enchanting, never forget that 
500: temperance tends to preserve health, and 
totO that health is the soul of enjoyment. But 
es °° should an impropriety be at any time, or ever 
010 so often committed, by which the stomach 
11el becomes overloaded or disordered, render it 
Pre immediate aid by taking a dose of Norton's 
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Camomile Pills, which will so promptly as- 
sist in carrying off the burden thus imposed 
upon it that all will soon be right again. 

It is most certainly true that every person 
in his lifetime consumes a quantity of nox- 
ious matter, which if taken at one meal 
would be fatal : it is these small quantities 
of noxious matter, which are introduced into 
our food, either by accident or wilful adul- 
teration, which we find so often upset the 
stomach, and not unfrequently lay the foun- 
dation of illness, and perhaps final ruination, 
to health. To preserve the constitution, it 
should be our constant care, if possible, to 
counteract the effect of these small quantities 
of unwholesome matter ; and whenever, in 
that way, an enemy to the constitution finds 
its way into the stomach, a friend should 
be immediately sent after it, which would 
prevent its mischievous effects, and expel it 
altogether ; no better friend can be found, 
nor one which will perform the task with 
greater certainty than NORTON'S CANO- 
MILE PILLS. And let it be observed that 
the longer this medicine is taken the less it 
will be wanted ; it can in no case become 
habitual, as its entire action is to give energy 
and force to the stomach, which is the spring 
of life, the source from which the whole frame 
draws its succour and support. After an 
excess of eating or drinking, and upon every 
occa'sion of the general health being at all 
disturbed, these Plus should be immediately 
taken, as they will stop and eradicate dis- 
ease at its commencement. Indeed, it is 
most confidently asserted, that by the timely 
use of this medicine only, and a common de- 
gree of caution, any person may enjoy all the 
comforts within his reach, may pass through 
life without an illness, and with the cer- 
tainty of attaining a healthy OLD AGE. 

On account of their volatile properties,, 
they must be kept in bottles; and if closely 
corked their qualities are neither impaired by 
time nor injured by any change of climate, 
whatever. Price,131d. and 2s. 9d. each, with 
full directions. The large bottle contains the 
quantity of three small ones, or PILLS 
to fourteen ounces of CAMOMILE FLOWEE S. 

Sold by nearly all respectable Medicine Vendors. 

Re particular to ask for "NORTON'S FILLS," and 
do not be persuaded to purchase an imitation. 
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A CLEAR COMPLEXION!!! 

GODFREY'S 61 

EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWERS 
Is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beautify- 
ing and preserving the 'SKIN, and giving it a blooming and 
charming appearance. It will completely remove Tan, Sun- 
burn, Redness, &c., and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities 
render the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness, &c., clear 
it from every huMour, pimple, or eruption ; and by continuing 
its use only a short time, the skin will become and continue 
soft and smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and 
beautiful. 

Sold in Bottles, price 2s. 9d., by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers. 

FOR GOUT, RHEUMATISM AND RHEUMATIC GOUT. 

SIMCO'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS 
are a certain and safe remedy. They restore tranquillity to the nerves, give tone 
to the stomach, and strength to the whole system. No other medicine can be 
compared to these excellent Pills, as they prevent the disorder from attacking 
the stomach or head, and have restored thousands from pain and misery to health 
and comfort. 

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at ls. lid. and 2s. 9d. per box. 

INFLUENZA, COUGHS AND COLDS. 

HMCO'S ESSENCE OF LINSEED 
is the most efficacious remedy ever discovered for the relief of pei sons suffering 
from Influenza ; the first two doses generally arrest the progress of this distress- 
ing complaint, and a little perseverance completely removes it. Children's Coughs, 
as well as recent ones in Adults, will be removed by a few doses (frequently by 
the first); and Asthmatic persons, who previously had not been able to lie down 
in bed, have received the utmost benefit from the use of 

SIMCO''S ESSENCE OF LINSEED. 
Sold in Bottles at ls. Id. and 2s. 9d. each. 
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NEW NOVELS. 

1.VHYTE /YIELVILLE'S NEW NOVEL, 
THE BROOKES OF BRIDLEMERE. 

Second Edition. 3 Vols. On November 25tb. 

GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA'S NEW STORY, 

QUITE ALONE. 
3 Vols. On November 23rd. 

THOS. ADOLPHUS TR,OLLOPE'S NEW NOVEL, 
LINDISFARN CHASE. 

3 Vols. 

CHARLES CLARKE'S NEW NOVEL, 

WHICH IS THE WINNER? 
3 Vols. 

ANTHONY TROLLOP.E'S NEW NOVEL, 

CAN YOU FORGIVE HER? 
Vol. 1, Nsith 20 Illustrations. 

NEW SEA STORY, 

CAPTAIN HERBERT. 
3 Vols. 

MRS. HAMERTON'S NEW NOVEL, 

JEANNE LARAGUAY. 
1 Vol. 

COLONEL WALMISLEY'S 

CHASSEUR, D'AFRIQUE, AND OTHER TALES. 
With Photographic Illustrations. 1 Vol. November 24th. 

HONOURABLE ALBERT CANNING'S NEW NOVEL, 
KINKOR A. 

2 trole. In December. 

November 25th. 



2 CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193, PICCADILLY. 

NEW BOOKS. 

SPORTING REMINISCENCES OF HAMPSHIRE, from 1745 
to 1862. By 2ESOP. [On November 214. 

THROUGH MACEDONIA TO THE ALBANIAN LAKES. By 
MARY ADELAIDE 'WALKER. With Twelve beautiful Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 

[On December 3rel. 

THE MUSCLES AND THEIR STORY. By JOHN ENVOn:DFec., 13mbLeij. 3rNi 
DELL, M. D. Crown 8vo. 

HISTORY Or THE CULTIVATION OF COTTON AND 
TOBACCO. By Colonel ROBERT L. DE COIN. Post 8vo. 9s. . 

THE EPOCHS OF PAINTING: A Biographical and Critical Essay 
on Painting and Painters of all Times and many Places. By RALPH NICHOLSON 
WORNUM, Keeper and Secretary, National Gallery. With numerous Illustrations. 
Demy 8vo. 20s. 

FOUR YEARS IN THE IONIAN ISLANDS. Their Political and 
Social Condition. With a History of the British Protectorate. Edited by Viscount 
KIRKWALL, lately on the Staff of Sir HENRY WARD, Seventh Lord High Commissioner. 
2 Vols. post 8vo. 21s. 

ENGLISH WRITERS. The Writers before Chaucer, with an Intro- 
ductory Sketch of the Four Periods of English Literature. By HENRY MORLEY. Demy 
8vo. 22s. 

THE POCKET DATE-BOOK ; or, Classified Tables of Dates of the 
Principal Facts, Historical, Biographical, and Scientific, from the Beginning of the World to 
the Present Time. By WILLIAM L. R. CATES. Second Edition, with Addi- 
tions. 5s. 

[On December 3rel. 

-THE LIFE OF GENERAL WOLFE. By R. WRIGHT. In demy 
8vo, with Portrait. 16s. 

THE LIFE OF LAURENCE STERNE. By PERCY FITZ- 
GERALD, M.A., M.R.I.A. In Two Volumes, post 8vo, with Illustrations. 24s. 

ROBA DI ROMA. By W. W. STORY. Third and Cheaper Edition, in 
One Volume, crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THE FARM HOMESTEADS OF ENGLAND. A Collection of 
Plans of English Homesteads existing in different districts of the country, carefully selected 
from the most approved specimens of farm architecture, to illustrate the accommodation 
required under various modes of husbandry ; with a digest of the Leading Principles 
recognised in the Construction and Arrangement of the Buildings. Edited by J. BAILEY 
DENTON, M. Inst. C. E., F.G.S., Engineer to the General Land Drainage and Improvement 
Company. Now ready, in imperial 4to, with Illustrations. it:3 3s. 
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NEW EDITIONS. 
DRAMATIS PERSONAL By ROBERT BROWNING. In Crown 8vo, 

Second Edition. 8s. 6d. 

ROBERT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS. New Edition, 
3 Vols., fop. 8vo. Sold separately, 

Vol. I. LYRICS, ROMANCES, MEN and WOMEN. 7s. 
Vol. II. TRAGEDIES and OTHER PLAYS. 8s. 
Vol. III. PARACELSUS, CHRISTMAS EVE and EASTER DAY, and SORDELLO. 7s. 6d. 

SELECTIONS from the POEMS of ROBERT BROWNING. 
In fcap. 8vo. Cs. 

ELIZABETH BARRETT DROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS, 
including "Aurora Leigh." Sixth Edition, 4 Vols. fcap.kvo, with Portrait. 24s. 

AURORA LEIGH : A Poem. In nine books. Sixth Edition, with Portrait of Mrs. Browning. 
&op. 7s. 

LAST POEMS. Second Edition, crown 8vo. 6s. 
POEMS BEFORE CONGRESS. Crown 8vo. 4s. 
THE GREEK CHRISTIAN POETS and the ENGLISH POETS. Fcap. 8vo. 5s. 

HENRY TAYLOR'S PLAYS and POEMS. "Philip Tan Artevelde," 
&c. Collected Edition. 3 Vols. Rap. 8vo. 16s. 

NORTH AMERICA. By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. Fourth and Cheaper 
Edition. 2 Vols. post 8vo. 16s. 

RACHEL RAY, By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. Seventh and Cheaper Edition. 
With Frontispiece by J. E. Millais. Crown 8vo. 5s. [Now ready. 

TALES OF ALL COUNTRIES. First and Second Series. By .Ax- 
most. TROLLOPE. New and Cheaper Edition. In 1 Vol., with Illustrations by Marcus 
Stone. Crown 8vo. 5s. [Now ready. 

A BOX FOR TE SEASON. By CHARLES CLARICE, Author of 
"Charlie Thornhill." New and Cheaper Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

[November SOUL 

MR. THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS. 
UNIFORM EDITION. 

Handsomely printed in Crown Octavo, price Six Shillings per Volume. 
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION : A HISTORY. Ill 2 Volumes. 12s. 
OLIVER CROMWELL'S LETTERS AND SPEECHES. With Elucidations and Connecting 

Narrative. In 3 Volumes. 18s. 
LIFE OF JOHN STIRLING. One Volume. 6s. LIFE OF SCHILLER. 
CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. In 4 Volumes. 24s. 
SARTOR RESARTUS. One Volume. 6s. HERO WORSHIP. 
LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS. One Volume. Os. 
CHARTISM. One Volume. 6s. PAST AND PRESENT. 
TRANSLATIONS OF GERMAN ROMANCE. One Volume. 6s. 
WILHELM MEISTER. By GÖTHE. ' A Translation.' Li 2 Volumes. 12s. 

DYCE'S SR A 1rRSPEARE 
" The best text of Shakespeare which has yet 

appeared. 
. Mr. Dyce's edition is a great 

work, worthy of his reputation, and for the present it contains the standard text."-Times, 
Jan. 20, 1864. 

A New Edition, to be completed in Eight Volumes, demy 8vo, 10s. each, 

THE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE 
Edited by the Rev. ALEXANDER DYCE. 

This Edition is not a mere reprint of that which appeared in 1857; on the contrary, it will 
present a text very materially altered and amended from beginning to end, with' a large body of 
critical Notes, almost entirely new, and with a Glossary, in which the language of the poet, his 
allusions to customs, &c., will be fully explained. 

To be published every alternate Month. Vol. V. on. December 1. 

. 
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MR. CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS. 

NOW PUBLISHING 
In blowriThr PARTE, Uniform with the Original Editions of PICKWICK, DAVID COPPERFIELD, &c. 

Part VIII. on Décember 1st, price Is., 

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

To be completed in Twenty Monthly Parts. With Illustrations by MARCOS STONE. 

This day, a Neto and Cheaper Edition, price 6s. 

A CHILD'S HISTORY OF .ENGLAND. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

With Illustrations by MARCOS STONE. 

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION, 

CHEAP AND DNIFORM EDITION. 

Beautifully printed in Post Octavo, and carefully revised by. the Author. 
Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. each. 

With the Original 

Already Published. 
PICKWICK PAPERS. 43 Illustrations 2 vols. 15s. 
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. 39 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. 40 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. 36 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
BABNABY RUBOR. 36 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
SKETCHES BY BOZ. 39 ditto 1 vol. 7s. 6d, 
OLIVER TWIST. 24 ditto 1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
DOMBEY AND SON. 39 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
DAVID COPPERFIELD. 40 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
PICTURES FROM ITALY and AMERICAN 

NOTES. 8 ditto . 1 vol. 7s. 6d. 

BLEAK HOUSE. 40 ditto 2 vols. 15s. 
LITTLE DORRIT. 40 ditto . 2 vols. 15s. 
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. 17 ditto 1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
A TALE OF TWO CITIES. 16 ditto 1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS. ditto 1 vol. 7s. 6d. 

Handsomely printed in Crown Octavo, Cloth, with Frontispieces. s. d. 
THE PICKWICK PAPERS 5 0 
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 5 0 
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT . . 5 O 

DOMBEY AND SON . .. 5 0 
DAVID COPPERFIELD 5 0 
BLEAK HOUSE 5 O 

LITTLE DORRIT 5 O 

BARNABY RUBOR 4 0 
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP 0 4 0 
OLIVER TWIST 3 6 
SKETCHES BY BOZ . 3 6 
CHRISTMAS BOOKS 3 6 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS 3 6 
A TALE OF TWO CITIES 3 '0 
AMERICAN NOTES 2 6 

MR. DICKENS'S READINGS. Fcap. 3vo. 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL IN PROSE 1 O 

THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH . 1 0 
THE CHIMES 1 O 

THE STORY OF LITTLE DOMBEY . . 1 O 

THE POOR TRAVELLER, BOOTS AT THE HOLLY.TREE INN, AND MRS. GAMP 1 O 
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NEW NOVELS. 

WHYTE MELVILLE'S NEW NOVEL, 

THE BROOKES OF BRIDLEMERE. 
Second Edition. 3 Vols. On November 250. 

GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA'S NEW STORY, 

QUITE ALONE. 
3 Vols. On November 23rd. 

THOS. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE'S NEW NOVEL, 

LINDISFARN CHASE. 
3 Vols. 

CHARLES CLARILE'S NEW NOVEL, 

WHICH IS THE WINNER P 
3 Vols. 

ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NEW NOVEL, 

CAN YOU FORGIVE HER? 
VoL 1, with 20 Illustrations. 

NEW SEA STORY, 

CAPTAIN HERBERT. 
3 Vole. 

MRS. HAMERTON'S NEW NOVEL, 

JEANNE LARAGUAY. 
1 Vol. 

November 25th. 

COLONEL WALMSLEY'S 

CHASSEUR D'AFRIQUE, AND OTHER TALES. 
With Photographic Illustrations. 1 Vol. November 24th. 

HONOURABLE ALDER T CANNING'S NEW NOVEL, 

KINKORA. 
2 VoLs. In December. 
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se 

SPORTING REMINISCENCES OF HAMPSHIRE, from 1745 
[On November 213e. to 1862. By /ESOP. ROB 

3 

Vol. 

THROUGH MACEDONIA TO THE ALBANIAN LAKES. By VoL 

MARY ADELAIDE WALKER. With Twelve beautiful Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 
[On December 3rel. SEL 

THE MUSCLES AND THEIR STORY. By JOHN W. F. BLIIN- 
ELI 

DELL, M.D. Crown 8vo. [On Decenzber 3rel. 

LAST 

HISTORY OF THE CULTIVATION OF COTTON AND 
TOBACCO. By Colonel ROBERT L. DE COIN. Post 8vo. 9s. TUS 

RE 

THE EPOCHS OF PAINTING; A Biographical and Critical Essay NO 
on Painting and Painters of all Times and many Places. By RALPH NICHOLSON 
WORNUM, Keeper and Secretary, National Gallery. With numerous Illustrations. RA 
Demy 8vo. 20s. 

FOUR YEARS IN THE IONIAN ISLANDS. Their Political and 
Social Condition. With a History of the British Protectorate. Edited by Viscount 
KIRKWALL, lately on the Staff of Sir HENRY WARD, Seventh Lord High Commissioner. 
2 Vols. post 8vo. 21s. 

ENGLISH WRITERS. The Writers before Chaucer, with an. Intro- 
ductory Sketch of the Four Periods of English Literature. By HENRY MORLEY. Daly 
8vo. 22s. 

THE POCKET DATE-BOOK; or, Classified Tables of Dates of the 
Principal Facts, Historical, Biographical, and Scientific, from the Beginning of the World to 

the Present Time. By WILLIAM L. R. CATES. Second Edition, with Addi- 

tions. 5s. 

THE LIFE OF GENERAL WOLFE. By R. 'WRIGHT. In demy 
8vo, with Portrait. 16s. 

THE LIFE OF LAURENCE STERNE. By PERCY FITZ- 
GERALD, M.A., M.R.I.A. In Two Volumes, post 8vo, with illustrations. 24s. 

ROBA DI ROMA. By W. W. STORY. Third and Cheaper Edition, in 
One Volume, crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THE FARM HOMESTEADS OF ENGLAND. A Collection of 
Plans of English Homesteads existing in different districts of the country, carefully selected 
from the most approved specimens of farm architecture, to illustrate the accommodation 
required under various modes of husbandry ; with a digest of the Leading Principles 
recognised in the Construction and Arrangement of the Buildings. Edited by J. BAILEY 
DENTON, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., Engineer to the General Land Drainage and Improvemers crit 

Company. Now ready, in imperial 4to, with illustrations. 43 38. alit 

[On, December 3rd. 
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NEW EDITIONS. 

DRAMATIS PERSONE. By ROBERT BROWNING. In Crown 8vo, 
Second Edition. 8s. 6d. 

ROBERT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS. New Edition, 
3 Vols., fcap. 8vo. Sold separately, 

Vol, I. LYRICS, ROMANCES, MEN and WOMEN. 7s. 
Vol. II. TRAGEDIES and OTHER PLAYS. 8s. 
Vol. III. PARACELSUS, CHRISTMAS EVE and EASTER DAY, and SORDELLO. 75. 6d. 

SELECTIONS from the POEMS of ROBERT BROWNING. 
In fcap. 8vo. Gs. 

ELIZABETH BARRETT BR'OWN/NG'S POETICAL WORKS, 
including "Aurora Leigh." Sixth Edition, 4 Vols. fcap. 8vo, with Portrait. 24s. 

AURORA LEIGH : A Poem. In nine books. Sixth Edition, with Portrait of Mrs. Browning. 
Fcap. 7s. 

LAST POEMS. Second Edition, crown 8vo. 6s. 
POEMS BEFORE CONGRESS. Crown 8vo. 4s. 
THE GREEK CHRISTIAN POETS and the ENGLISH POETS. Fcap. 8vo. 5s. 

HENRY TAYLOR'S PLAYS and POEMS. " Philip Van Artevelde," 
&c. Collected Edition, 3 Vols. fcap. 8vo. 16s. 

NORTH AMERICA. By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. Fourth and Cheaper 
Edition. 2 Vols. post 8vo. 16s. 

RACHEL RAY, By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. Seventh and Cheaper Edition. 
With Frontispiece by J. E. Millais. Crown 8vo. 5s. [Now ready. 

TALES OF ALL COUNTRIES. First and Second Series. By AN- 
TEONY TROLLOPE. New and Cheaper Edition. In 1 Vol., with Illustrations by Marcus 
Stone. Crown 8vo. 5s. [Now ready. 

A BOX FOR THE SEASON. By CHARLES CLARKE, Author of 
"Charlie Thornhill." New and Cheaper Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

[November 300,. 

MR. THOMAS CARLYLE'S -WORKS. 
UNIFORM EDITION. 

Handsomely printed in Crown Octavo, price Six Shillings per Volume. 

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION : A HISTORY. In 2 Volumes. 12s. 
OLIVER CROMWELL'S LETTERS AND SPEECHES. With Elucidations and Connecting 

Narrative. In 3 Volumes. 180. 
LIFE OF JOHN STIRLING. One Volume. 6s. 
LIFE OF SCHILLER. 
CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. In 4 Volumes. 24s. 
SARTOR RESARTUS. 
HERO WORSHIP. 

One Volume. 6s. 

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS. One Volume. 6s. 
CHARTISM. One Volume. 6s. 
PAST AND PRESENT. 
TRANSLATIONS OF GERMAN ROMANCE. One Volume. 6s. 

WILHELM MEISTER. By GOTHE. A Translation. In 2 Volumes. 12s. 

DYCE'S SHAKESPEARE. 
The best text of Shakespeare which has yet appeared. . . . IVIr. Dyce's edition is a great 

work, worthy of his reputation, and for the present it contains the standard text."-Times, 
Jan. 20, 1864. 

A New Edition, to be completed in Eight Volumes, demy 8vo, 10s. each, 

THE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE, 
Edited by the Rev. ALEXANDER DYCE. 

This Edition is not a mere reprint of that which appeared in 1857 ; on the contrary, it will 
present a text very materially altered and amended from beginning to end, with a large body of 
critical Notes, almost entirely new, and with a Glossary, in which the language of the poet, his 
allusions to customs, &,c., will be fully explained. 

To be published every alternate Month. Vol. V. on December 1. 
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PICKWICK PAPERS. 
NICHOLAS NICICLEBY. 
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. 
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. 
BABNABY RUDGE. 
SKETCHES BY BOZ. 
OLIVER TWIST. 
DOMBEY AND SON. 
DAVID COPPERFIELD. 
PICTURES FROM ITALY 

NOTES. 
BLEAK HOUSE. 
LITTLE DORRIT. 
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. 
A TALE OF TWO CITIES. 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS. 

MR. CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS. 

NOW PUBLISHING 
In MONTHLY PARTS, Uniform with the Original Editions of PICEWICII, DAVID COETERYIELD, &C. 

Part VIII. on December 1st, price lsio 

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

To be completed in Twenty Monthly Parts. With Illustrations by ltancus STONE. 

This day, a New and Cheaper Edition, price 6s. 

A CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

With Illustrations by MARCUS STONE. 

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION, 
Beautifully printed in Post Octavo, and carefully revised by the Author. With the Original 

Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. each. 

Already Put fished. 
43 Illustrations 
39 ditto 
40 ditto 
36 ditto 
36 ditto 
39 ditto 
24 ditto 
39 ditto 
40 ditto 

and AMERICAN } 
8 ditto 

40 ditto 
40 ditto 
17 ditto 
16 ditto 

8 ditto 

2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 
1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 

1 vol. 7s. 6d. 

2 vols. 15s. 
2 vols. 15s. 
1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
1 vol. 7s. 6d. 
1 vol. 75. 613. 

CHEAP AND IJNIFORM EDITION. 
Handsontely printed in Crown Octavo, Cloth, with Frontispieces. s. d. 

THE PICKWICK PAPERS 5 0 

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 5 O 

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT . . 5 0 

DOMBEY AND SON 5 O 

DAVID COPPERFIELD 5 0 

BLEAK HOUSE 5 0 
LITTLE DORRIT 5 O 

BARNABY RUDGE..... 4 0 

OLD CURIOSITY SHO .. 4 0 
OLIVER TWIST 3 6 

SKETCHES BY BOZ 3 6 

CHRISTMAS 
BOOKS. 

3 6 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS 3 6 
A TALE OF Two CITIES 3 0 
AMERICAN NOTES 2 6 

ME. DICKENS'S READINGS. Peal). Seo. 

A CHRISTMAS CAROL IN PROSE ... 
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH ... 
THE CHIMES 
THE STORY OF LITTLE 

DOMBEY. 
. . . 

THE POOR TRAVELLER, BOOTS AT THE HOLLY. -TUL. INN, AND MRS. GAMP 

1 0 lo 
1 O 

1 O 10 
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London and Lancashire Insurance Companies. 
HOME AND FOREIGN FIRE AND LIFE INSURANCE. 

Capital :Fire, .21,000,000. Life, £100,000. 

LONDON-73 and 74 KING WILLIAM STREET, B.C. LIVERPOOLBROWN'S 
BUILDINGS, EXCHANGE. 

BOARDS OF DIRECTION; 
London. Liverpool. 

Office, 73 and 74 King William Street, E.C. 
ChairmanF. W. RUSSELL, Esq., ALP., Chairman of 

the National Discount Company. 
Deputy- Chairmen FIRE, Mr. Alderman and Sheriff 

DAKIN, Abchurch Lane.* LiFE, J. H. MACK- 
ENZIE, Esq., Gresham House, Old Broad Street. 
The Right Honourable THE LORD MAYOR. 

E. P. ALDERSON, Esq. 
ABEL CHAPMAN, Esq. 
C. B. COLCHESTER, Esq. 
J. IL R. DE CASTRO, Esq. 
*CHARLES JOYCE, Esq. 
J. GUSTAVUS RUSSELL, Esq. 
LIGHTLY SIMPSON, Esq. 
THOMAS STENHOUSE, Esq. 

*Directors of the Fire Company only. 
General Manager and Actuary WILLIAM PALM CLIREHUGH. 

Secretary to the Liverpool BoardJAMES EDWARD GALE. 
ConSulting ActuaryJENKIN JONES. Sub-ManagerS. P. COLMAN. 

LOCAL 
Birmingham. 

Office, Temple Buildings, New Street. 
DAVID MALINS, Esq., J.P. 
JOHN PONCIA, Esq., J.P., Director Birmingham Bank- 

ing Company. 
S. LLOYD FOSTER, Esq., Director Birmingham Banking 

Company. 
C. W. ELKINGTON, Esq., Chairman Masonic Hall Com- 

pany. 
Chief AgentsMessrs. ROBERTS and MALINS, 

Accountants. 
Secretary to Local BoardD. MAINS, Jun. 

Leeds. 
Office, 2 Park Place. 

ChairmanJ. E. NAYLOR, Esq. 
Deputy-ChairmanC. EMPSON, Esq. 

HOLMES CRAVEN, Esq. 
JOHN CROSSLEY, Esq., J.P. 
ROBERT JOHN HUDSON, Esq. 
JAMES KITSON, Esq., J.P. 
THOMAS W. STANSFELD, Esq. 

Local SecretaryEDMUND MAUDE. 

Dublin. 
Office, 22 Westmoreland Street and D'Olier Street. 

JOHN BARRINGTON, Esq., Director of the Mining 
Company of Ireland, and the Commercial Gas Co. 

ANDREW Li. BAGOT, Esq., Messrs. bigots, Hutton, 
and Co., 26 William Street. 

E. M. HODGSON, Esq., Messrs. McMaster and Co., 121 
Cape' Street. 

EDWARD FOITRELL, Esq., J.P., Director of the Hi- 
bernian Bank and the Alliance Gas Company. 

AgentsMessrs. W. and H. M. GOULDING. 
Secretary to Local BoardJ. S. SMITHSON. 

Southampton. 
Temporary Office, 17 Portland Street. 

JOSEPH LOBB, Esq., LP. 
Lieut-Colonel A. R. WILSON. 
JOHN SNOOK, Esq. 
GEORGE BRIDGES, Esq. 
Lieut.-Colonel TREVELYAN. 

Local SecretaryFRANCIS LEACH, B.A. 

Office, Brown's Buildings, Exchange. 

ChairmanFRANCIS BRAUN, Esq., Messrs. Blessig, 
Braun, and Co. 

Deputy-ChairmanS. B. GUION, Esq., Messrs. Gluon 
and Co. 

G. M. BOWEN, Esq. 
D. N. GIANNACOPULO, Esq. 
*E. H. HARRISON, Esq. 
DANIEL JAMES, Esq. 
GEORGE KENDALL, Esq. 
*EDGAR MUSGROVE, Esq. 
*JAMES G. ROBINSON, Esa. 
*CHARLES WIGG, Esq. 

BOARDS. 
West of England and South Wales District. 

Temporary Office, 45 Bread Quay, Bristol. 

W. K. WAIT, Esq. 
BODDAM CASTLE, Esq 
W. SPARK, Esq. 
C. P. B. HOWELL, Esq. 

District ManagerFREDERICK JAMES 

Manchester. 
Office, 24a Princess Street. 

Alderman Sir E. ARMITAGE. 
Alderman Sir J. WATTS. 
JOHN H. AGNEW, Esq. 
W. R. COULBORN, Esq. 
Mr. Alderman GRUNDY. 
RICHARD HARDWICK, Esq. 
RICHARD HARWOOD, Esq. 
EMIL STOEHR, Esq. 

Local SuperintendentJOHN N. SALE. 

Edinburgh. 
(FOR FIRE BUSINESS ONLY.) 

(Ace, 5 North St. David Street. 
DAVID McLAREN. Esq. 
JAMES MUIRREAD, Esq. 
R. LOCKHART DYMOCK, Esq. 
JOHN MACFIE, Esq. 

Agents and Secretaries to the BoardMessrs. GRAHAM 
and JOHNSTON, W.S. 

Newcastle, 
Office, 37 Quay Side. (In course of formation.) 

Local AgentWILLIAM DICKINSON. 

Glasgow. 
Office, India Buildings, 29 Gordon Square. (In course of 

formation.) 

Load SecretaryA. R. GARLAS. 

Numerous Branches and Agencies throughout the World. 

Fire Premiums for 1863, £65,049. Being an Increase over 1862 of nearly £40,000. Whilst those for the 
first nine months only of the present year amount to nearly £74,000. The Increase in Government Duty for 1863 
over 1862 was the largest of any London Office> viz.. 15011. Life Assurances were effected in 1863 to the 
extent of 378 Policies, assuring £313,560, and producing in New Premiums £9588. 
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